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Britain’s Role in a Hungry World 
BY HONOR CROOME 

Whal is the proper function of Britain, 
faced with a declining working population 
at home and afood shortage in the world? 
Neither emigration nor attempts at selJ 
sujiciewy-still less complacency+ the 
situation. In her answer the author makes 

a vital distinction between food 

THERE is a consideration which- 
given the right policies-makes 
Britain’s position as a densely popu- 
lated, industrialised economy hopeful. 

This country is overwhelmingly a 
‘secondary producer’-true. The 
terms of trade, one must conclude, 
will turn against secondary products 
in general-true again. But it does 
not follow that they are hound io 

every form. 

procurement andfood produciion. 
____m____u~_m_l 

it were not, changing techniques 
turn against secondary production in producen, The reduclio,, is real; if 

The primary, secondary and would not have improved, much less 
transformed, the standard of living; tiary production distinguished by 
but it is not measured by the re- 
corded shift from ‘agriculture, to 
‘industry’ and from country to town, 

economists-the winning of food- 
stuffs and raw materials, the making 
of manufactures, the rendering of 
services-does not neatly match a 
similar triple classification of the con- H i s t o r k  Role 
sumer’s final needs, the two always These considerations may be very 
changing in step with each other. elementary; but they are not often 

An advancing economy does typic- remembered in debates on Britain’s 
ally devote both a lesser proportion role in an overcrowded world-de- 
of its resources to food production bates to which they are highly rele- 
and a lesser proportion of its income vant. For if industry and service may 
to food consumption; but a part at be forms of food production, then an 
least of the former decline is illusory. industrialised and urbanised nation 
The proportion of muddy boots is may be most effectively a food pro- 
reduced far more than the propor- ducer. 
tion of workers effectively concerned Historically Britain has played 
with food production. Of the ten this part on an enormous scale. The 
men who once went to mow a British capital and enterprise de- 
meadow only one may remain; but voted in the nineteenth century to 
he is indispensably seconded, at a the opening up ofprairie and pampa9 
distance, by men in tractor works, by railway, steamship, elevator and 
men in refineries, men in laboratories, refrigerating plant were as unmistak- 
m e n  in offices, none of whom would ahly directed towards food produc- 
be statistically reckoned as primary tion as that devoted in the eighteenth 
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century to high farming at  home. 
The British engineer was a more 
effective food producer than the 
British farm labourer. Any export 
worker may, from this country’s 
point of view, be considered as a 
food producer in the sense that he 
provides the means by which his 
countrymen may bid for a share of 
the world’s food supplies; the nine- 
teenth-century engineer did more- 
heactivelycontributed to theincrease 
of those supplies themselves. 

Here is a distinction-between 
food procurement and food produc- 
tion-too often blurred and for- 
gotten by optimists and pessimists 
alike. At a time when among the 
many needs of mankind food is tak- 
ing a higher priority, it is inevitable 
that the terms of trade should turn 
in favour of food producers and 
against the producers of relatively 
less urgently needed components of 
the standards of living, such as 
clothing, housing and entertainment. 
But it is not inevitable that they 
should turn against those producers 
who, whether by way of manufac- 
ture, or transport, or technical, com- 
mercial and educational services, are 
themselves contributing to sustain 
and increase food supplies. 

A year’s bad harvest may cheapen 
a tractor in terms ofsheer calories, as 
a year’s glut may make it dearer. 
But any long-run trend, any massive 
shift of human priorities, must affect 
both in the same direction. A high 
valuation set on food is a high 
valuation set on the means of pro- 

to which Britain’s present and future 
dilemma must be resolved is written 
large in her recorded past; she must, 
once again, turn to the long-range 
production, rather than the mere 
procurement, of the food supplies 
which she needs. 

, ducing food. The principle according 
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This does not mean a return to the 
actual methods, or types of equip- 
ment, which so successfully served 
the Britain of the nineteenth century. 
Then the chief opportunities for 
expansion lay in the opening up of 
new lands, and its chief instrument 
was accordingly transport. Now, 
such new landsas remain areenclaves 
and fringes whose chief common 
characteristic is not so much a lack 
of transport as the unsuitability. of 
the familiar pioneering techniques. 

One could take the prairies by 
storm, and the price of precipitancy 
(in the shape of erosion, flooding, 
and climatic change) only fell due 
generations later. When one tries to 
take the tropics by storm the result 
can be summed up, entirely without 
Dolitical animus. in the one word 
‘groundnuts’. ‘ 

But it is not only the spectacular 
conquest of new areas whch offen 
opportunity. It used to be said that 
Lancashire would enjoy permanent 
prosperity if only the Chinaman- 
four hundred millions ofhim-would 
add an inch to the length of his shirt. 

Fkll of Self-Interest 
The raising of the cultivator’s pro- 

ductivity all over the world may 
very well be just as much a matter of 
small things many times multiplied 
as of large and spectacular projects. 
The substitution ofspades and wheel- 
barrows for hoes and baskets in 
tropical Africa, the equipping of co- 
operative canneries in Jugoslavia, 
and the provision of prefabricated 
farm buildings and power units for 
the Antipodes, may be as important 
as building irrigation dams or manu- 
facturing heavy equipment for land 
reclamation. The range of exports 
relevant to food production, on 
which Britain’s energies and re- 
sources can be concentrated, is 
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probably wider today than it has 
ever been. 

If the What of policy-this con- 
centration on food production at  one 
remove-is clear, the How is not. 
Only in a manner of speaking can 
‘Britain’ pursue such a policy; it is 
individual firms, individual de- 
signers, salesmen, scientists, crafts- 
men, all with a living to make, who 
do whatever jobs are done with or 
without encouragement by planners 
at the centre. How ineffective plan- 
ning must be when its objectives are 
countered by the whole gravitational 
pull of self-interest has been, over 
the post-war era, most thoroughly 
demonstrated. 

The practical problem is, here as 
in so many other instances, to enl i t  
that gravitational pull, to ensure that 
the real, foreseeable priority of food 
production in the widest sense shall 
exert on resources and energies an 
influence as reliable and immediate 
(though not, one may hope, as 
brutally undiscriminating) as that 
which during the nineteenth century 
diverted the rapidly-growing popula- 
tion of Britain from agriculture and 
the crafts to industry. 

Some discomfort is inevitable. For 
one thing, no voluntary re-shaping 
of economic and occupational pat- 
terns is likely under the euphory of 
inflationary full employment, re- 
newed whenever it shows signs of 
slackening; nor yet on the under- 
standing that everyone has a right 
to be insulated, up to the furthest 
limits compatible with immediate 
national solvency, from any painful 
impact of outside forces on his 
standard of living or his profits. 

In  such circumstances the only 
alternative to inertia is totalitarian 
direction. Prices which tell the truth 
about plenty and scarcity, as no sub- 
sidised price can do, and a demand 
2 9 +  
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for different sorts of labour which 
tells the truth about the relative 
urgency of the things which labour 
produces, as under inflation it cannot 
do-these are necessary conditions 
for a major, long-run adaptation to 
world realities. 

They are not, however, sufficient 
conditions. Producers and consumem 
can be, as it were, resensitised to eco- 
nomic stimuli. But economic facts do 
not always so translate themselves 
into economic stimuli that reaction 
shall be adequate and timely. 

T o  abandon metaphor: the most 
exemplary readiness on the part of 
British business men and worken to 
switch over to the production of 
wheelbarrows, insecticidrs, prefabs 
or tracton will be irrelevant if 
foreign cultivaton have neither 
means nor inclination to acquire 
these things. The essential other half 
ofpolicy is a matter ofeducation and 
of credits for Britain’s overseas custo- 
mers, whether the upshot of their 
consequently increased production 
is a larger export surplus for the 
world market on which Britain buys 
or a lessened claim on that market by 
reason of their improved capacity to 
feed themselves. 

The need for credits is a common- 
place; so is the difficulty with which 
it confronts us. Either they must 
come from the margin of home re- 
sources set free by saving, which 
involves a patience with regard to 
standards of living far from charac- 
teristic ofBritain today, or they must 
come from outside, which to be 
realistic, means America. 

American credits, however wel- 
come, are bound to imply an 
American orientation, at the least, in 
theiruse. From the point of view of 
British participation both in the job 
of increasing food production and in 
the food actually produced, they are 

. 
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a poor second best. The moral is 
obvious, its translation into policy 
extremely baffling. 

Education, however, is no less 
important than credit. In  one area it 
may be a matter of imaginative, 
pertinacious and honourable sales- 
manship; in another, of the spread 
of tested and reliable knowledge; in 
another, ofhumbler and more tenta- 
tive co-operation between Western 
science and primitive experience. 

Dr Dudley Stamp, in his Our 
Undeuelopcd World, cites a striking 
example: the West African farmer 
allows a smother of weeds all over his 
holdine. anathema to eood Eurooean 

I t  is not that of a depopulated 
ghost-town scratching a living from 
allotments under the shadow of its 
derelict mills; nor that of an in- 
creasingly desperate vendor of tra- 
ditional warm at lower and lower 
prices to a world that wants them 
less and less; nor, assuredly, that of 
an insulated Herrenvolk contriving, 
by some unspecified abracadabra, to 
maintain the old standards in the old 
ways while the tide of hunger 
mounts unregarded elsewhere. Nor 
-with all due respect for idealism- 
is it that of the wealthy benefactor 
lavishly pouring out assistance with- 
out reeard to returns. It is that ofan -. - 

practice, but an cssential protection 
against the leaching and devitalising 
efTects 011 h is  soil 01 tropical w n  and 
rain; can European science devise 
what the Aliicaii is unlikely to dis- 
cuver unaided-a profitable cuver- 

alert, active, specialised partiler in 
the cultivator‘s eutcrprisc rrom Kent 
to Kano and from Saskatchewan to 
SumJtra, 3 pioneer in the evolutioit 
ortechnique, a translator ofscientific 
discovers by wav of steel aud chemi- 

crop which shall bdth safeguard the 
soil and feed its owner? 

Leading on as it does to the whole 
vast question of the economic de- 
velopment of backward areas, with 
its sociological and political com- 
plications, this is not a topic for 
exhaustive discussion here. But 
Britain’s role in a hungry world may 
perhaps, in the light ofwhat has been 
said, appear a little more clearly. 

cals into’bread, butter and beef-and 
also rice and yams. 

Neither politically nor economic- 
ally is it unworthy of Britain’s past; 
but it is not a role to be played by the 
supine, the greedy, the insular, or the 
hidebound. In the last resort it is 
perhaps the moral element which 
will decide whether Britain shall 
thrive or starve in a hunger- 
threatened world. 

~~ -~ 
IMPORTANCE OF SOUTH AFRICA’S SECONDARY INDUSTRY 

BY DR H. J. VAN ECK 
(Chairman of Indurfrial Dcurlopmmf Corporalion) 

The rclative importance of Secondary lndwtry in the Union is indicated by the following 
figura. With a national income, in 1952, ofL1,244.8 million, manufacturing industry pro- 
vidcd 23.6 per cent, gold milung 9.2 per cent, other mining 4 per cent, agriculture 14.8 per 
cent, trade and coinmcrcc 13.6 per cent, trans ortation 8.7 per cent. 

In 1950 manufacturing industry cmployef 236,449 Europcans, 369,055 Natives and 
107,647 Caloured and Asiatic employees, earning in all about Ll80.1 million in salaries and 
waga. From employment indexen thc figures may now be about 9 per cent higher. 

The gross valu(: ofoutput in 1851 was atimatcd to bc of the order o f ~ l , O O O  million from 
ovcr 14,000 atablirhmenu, but the final figure may he somewhat lower. In 1949 the grou 
value or output was LG7.5 million with a production index of 938 compared with 100 fix 
1839. In I950 the production was L775 million or an index of 387 and in 1951 on the 4- 
mated tigurc of&l,OOO million thc indcx may he 500 compared with 1939. 

From Finmu and Tmds Ktuicw, Volkskor Lld, l’reLw;a, Jury I355 
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PROFESSOR F. W. PAISH, M.C. 
(Uniuersie of London) 

Control of Inflation 
in Aftermath of War 
WEIATEVER the precise method of its 
implementation, and however suc- 
cessful it is in restraining inflation 
during the war, a policy of limiting 
expenditure by means of direct con- 
trols leaves a difficult situation when 
the war comes to an end. 

Since both consumem and busi- 
nesses have been prevented from 
spending as large a part of their 
monetary receipts as they would 
have wished, they have been obliged 
to accumulate either idle balances or 
Government securities in excess of 
their desires. At the same time, much 
of the expenditure prevented in war- 
time, especially on the replacement 
or repair of assets, is merely post- 
Doned. 

in combination. One of these is to 
continue the methods of direct con- 
trol of demand that have heen in 
force during the war. 

Continuing Direct Control 

Unfortunately, such controls seem 
to operate much less satisfactorily in 
peacetime than in time of war. As 
soon as the stimulus of the common 
danger and the single objective is re- 
moved, income earnem and bosi- 
ness= become progressively less wil- 
ling to produce and trade in order 
to obtain money which they cannot 
spend on what they want to buy; 
thus production is checked, and more 
of what is Droduced tends either to 

' .The difficulty of the situation is 
still further increased if, as in Britain, 

be consumkd by its producers or 
bartered directlv for other eoods. At 

many of the Government securities 
issued and obligations incurred dur- 
ing the war are repayable on demand 
or short notice, so that their owners 
have the power at  any time to force 
the Government to create additional 
money in order to meet its obligations 
to repay. 

Thus, even though the Govern- 
ment itself rapidly ceases to rely on 
the creation of new money for the 
finance of a deficit there are present 
all the potentialities ofa renewed and 
accelerated inflation through the 
activation of excess idle balances or 

the last, if rigid controls arcenforced 
indefinitely, the use of legal tender 
money may be abandoned entirely 
over large sectors of the economy in 
favour of barter or the use of some 
kind of commodity money; and the 
final stage of a repressed inflation 
may thus be not dissimilar to that of 
an open inflation. 

Even if the policy of control is not 
carried to the point of this ultimate 
breakdown, the effects of partial con- 
trols are in their own way almost 
equally unsatisfactory. If, for in- 
stance. as is often the case. controls 

the enforced creation of new money are more effectively enfaiced over 
to make repayments of Government demand for essentials than for non- 
debt. essentials, the resoiirces released by 

In face of this potential inflation, the fall in defence expenditure tend 
the Government has the choice of a ,to be absorbed in supplying less 
number of possible policies, alone or essential, rather than more essential 

From Ojrn nnd Reprrssrd Momlory InJarion, Prrridrnfial Address in Economic, Stclion, Brilirh 
Arrociotion Meding, Liunpool, Scptzmbn 4, 1953 
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needs, whether a t  home or for ex- 
ports. 

Further, with the loss of wartime 
incentives and the release of much 
enterprise and initiative from the 
armed forces, the control laws be- 
come increasingly difficult to enforce 
and breaches of them increasinelv 

V I  

frequent. 
Unless the Government is ore- 

pared to use more resources for en- 
forcement than it can well afford, 
and more drastic methods of enforce- 
ment than public opinion is likely to 
tolerate, the continuation of wartime 
physical controls over expenditure 
therefore cannot be relied upon by 
themselves to do more than create a 
brea th ing-space  d u r i n g  which 
methods can be devised for elimina- 
ting rather than merely continuing 
to frustrate the potential excesses of 
demand. 

Writing-Down Money 

One drastic method for elimina- 
ting excess demand, which has been 
widelv used on the Continent. is the 

in the private sector, it must rely on 
other methods. 

One way in which it could destroy 
some of the money and money assets 
created during the war would be to 
develop a very large budget surplus 
and use it for paying off debt, in- 
cluding debt to the banks. A similar 
effect could be achieved by means of 
a very large special tax on capital. 

Budgeting For Surplus 
I t  is true that any very large 

budget surplus, whether or not 
achieved by means of a formal capi- 
tal levy, would in fact be paid largely 
out of idle balances and the assets 
circulation. If, however, the greater 
part of the money withdrawn from 
the assets circulation were simul-' 
taneously returned to it by Govern- 
ment repayments or purchases of 
Government securities held by the 
public, and only a small part, to- 
gether with the payments out of idle 
balances, were used to destroy money 
by paying off debt to the banks, the 
reduction in the public's surplus of 
monev and monev assets could be 

compulsory writing-down of the achieGed without 'directly affecting 
values of monev and rnonevclaims. the rate ofinterest: for any reduction 
This forcible decrease in moAey and 
money-claims can be applied, if so 
desired, in different proportions to 
different types of holdings or even of 
holders. 

If the decreases are sufficiently 
drastic, and if the Government itself 
can subsequently so order its finances 
as to avoid the necessity of re-creating 
an excessive quantity of money, such 
a policy can solve at a blow the 
problem of potential excess demand, 
though probably only at  the cost of 
much hardship, injustice and per- 
ham unrest. 

in the quantity of money h the assets 
circulation would be offset by the 
reduction in the quantity of assets to 
buy with it. Indeed, if the whole of 
the money withdrawn from the assets 
circulation were returned to it, r a t s  
of interest would tend to fall. 

In such a situation, it would prob- 
ably be better to obtain the surplus 
with which to pay off debt by a 
once-for-all capital levy than by very 
heavy taxes imposed on income, as 
being less likely to deter effort or 
divert it to forms less liable to tax. 
The fact that the oavments were 

i f  the Government is not prepared 
to contemplate so drastic a solution 
of the problem of excessive liquidity 

made out of idle dalances or the 
assets circulation would not matter, 
for the purpose of the operation i 

I 
I 
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would be to remove the excess of 
liquidity and so to prevent an un- 
wanted further rise in money incomes 
rather than to reduce money incomes 
below the existing level. 

The position is thus very different 
from that in which a Government 
uses t a x a  paid out of capital for 
making income-creating payments; 
in this case, the effects of the 
Government’s financial operations 
are on balance inflationary, though 
less inflationary than if it made 
income-creating payments out OF 
newlv created money borrowed from 
the banks. 

I t  is thus liot high taxation as such 
which tends to be inflationary hut 
the use of such taxation for making 
income-creating payments; and it is 
on Government expenditure rather 
than on taxation that the emphasis 
should be laid if it is feared that the 
payment of taxes out of capital is 
having inflationary effects. 

Three Further Alternatives 
Even if the Government cannot 

see its way to an actual reduction in 
the public’s holdings of money and 
money assets, there are still two ways 
in which it can limit their inflationary 
effects whik gradually removing 
direct controls. 

The first of these is to find alterna- 
tive ways of limiting income-forming 
expenditure without raising interest 
rates. If, for instance, it were possible 
to persuade persons to spend con- 
siderably less than their incomes and 
so to transfer large amounts of money 
from the income circulation to the 
assets circulation or to idle balances, 
the effect of business transfers of 
money into the income circulation in 
the process of replacing physical 
assem depleted during the war would 
be counteracted. Unfortunately, the 
shortage of personal physical assets, 
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the excess of money and money 
assets already owned by persons, and 
the redistribution of incomes due to 
the heavy taxation necessitated by 
continued heavy Government ex- 
penditure combined to reduce per- 
sonal saving in Britain after the war 
to a very low level. 

Wage Restraint 
A more successful method of 

keeping down penonal consumption 
expenditure has been the restraining 
of wage increases in the face of rising 

By this means, wages have been 
kept generally below the equilibrium 
level, business profits (before tax) at 
above the equilibrium level, and 
incidentally unemployment a t  a 
level lower than has probably been 
achieved ever before over so long a 
period. 

A very large part of these business 
savings has been drained off by high 
business taxes, and much of the rest 
retained for the replenishment of 
business assets, more for the reason 
of business needs than because of the 
Government’s discouragement of in- 
creases in dividends. It would not be 
far wrong to say that, a t  least until 
extremely recently, all Governments 
in Britain since the war have used 
businesses as a kind of involuntary 
tax-collecting agent, rather as King 
John is said to have used the money- 
lenders of his time. 

A third possibility is for the 
Government itself to impose personal 
taxes of a type likely to be paid out 
ofincome, inexcessofitsownincome- 
creating payments. 

While in the years from 1948 to 
1951 the Government seems to have 
had total income-destroying receipts 
(including the proceeds of foreign 
aid) substantially in excess of its own 
income-creating payments, a very 

prices. 
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large part of these receipts were de- resources which can be made avail- 
rived from the exceptional profits able for the increase of physical assets 
obtained by businesses. Indeed, the held by businesses or the Govern- 
attempt to secure a much larger tax ment, and the more rapid will prob- 
yield at the direct expense of personal ably be the rise in the real national 
incomes would probably have en- income. But there is no doubt that, if 
countered serious economic and the Government is willing to face the 
political difficulties. effects on assets accumulation of a 

Throughout the period since 1947, sufficiently high rate of interest, an 
the Government has supplemented inflation can always be Iirought to 
its efforts to divert money out of the an end simply by action to ensure 
income circulation with efforts to that the quantity of money does not 
restrict the total quantity of money, rise further. 
or at any rate to keep its rate ofin- 
crease below that ofthe real national 
income. 

What Do we Want? 
There is one auestion which still 

income circulation can be increased 
only by depleting idle balances and 
the assets circulation. Incomes can 
therefore continue to rise for a time, 
but the rise will sooner or later he 
checked when the rise in the income 
cirulation and the fall in the assets 
circulation and in idle lialances have 
restored their relationship to equili- 
brium. 

The increasing depletion of tlte 
assets circulation will bring with it a 
rise in interest rates, the extent of 
which will depend 011 the success of 
the Government’s efforts, referred 
to above, to return money from tlte 
income to the assets circulation. 

The more successful the Govern- 
ment is in restraining the income- 
creating expenditure of persons, the 
greater the proportion of the national 

With a constant quantity of remains to be aniwered: Do we real4 
want the tradtial injation of recent years 
IO be brought IO an end? 

Hitherto it has been possible to 
maintain an abnormally high level of 
employment by ensuring that the 
rise in money wages lags sufficiently 
far behind the rise in selling prices to 
ensure that the demand for labour, 
in most occupations and in most 
places, is in excess of the supply. If 
the inflation ends and prices cease to 
rise, wages will tend. to catch up, 
gross profits will return to normal, 
tlte cxccss demand for labour will 
disappear and unemployment will 
rise. 

On the other hand, if even creep- 
ing inflation continues here after i t  
has ceased in most of the rest of the 
world, we may expect more balance 
of payments crises and probably 
further depreciations ofthe currency. 

money, the amount of money in the 

‘ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISM’ 

Mn Rita Hinden, PILD.,  iecretary oC Socialist Union and cditor of Sociolirf Cornmmlory, 
will open P discussion on this subject PI a meeting of the Economic Research Council on 
Wednesday, October 7. The meeting is in the Angus Room, 55 Park Lane, London, W.I. at 
8 o’clock. Mr Ian Maelaggarl will preside. 

Non-membra will be welcome ifthry will give notice oftheir intention to be preen1 to thr 
Secretary, Ikonornic Research Council, 18 South Street, London, W.1 (GROwenor 4581). 
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How U.S. Farm-Price Support Works 
The programme-and irS effects on other counlries-described 

BY PROPFSSOR C. F. CARTER (Belfart Univnsio) 

THE world’s importers ofagricultural into a price for a particular grade at  
products have often criticised the a particular place: e.g., 82.49 for No. 
United States for supporting farm z Hard Winter at  Kansas City. This 
prices a t  too high a level. This year is the support price effective for the 
the criticisms have gained strength marketing year beginning July I ,  
from the appearance in the US. of 1953. 
burdensome surpluses ofcommodities 
(such as butter) which would be Farmers’ Opinion 
welcome elsewhere. This note gives The farmer has the following 
a general description of the price choice of actions:-(a) He can sell 
support policy and of its effects on his wheat on the open market; (b) 
other countries. He can contract in advance, on cer- 

The price support programmes are tain conditions, to sell it to the 
mandatory for grains, cotton and Commodity Credit Corporation a t  
tobacco, but are in fact applied to the support price (thus forgoing the 
most agricultural productsotherthan possibility of extra profit if the mar- 
meat. ket price rises higher; (c) He can put 

I will take wheat as an example. it ‘in loan’ with the C.C.C., which 
The starting point is the parity acts (in effect) as a national pawn- 
price in August, 1951, which is broker, offering the support price for 
obtained by applying to the aver- wheat pledged with it. If the market 
age price for the seaso?. 1909-14 price rises above the support price, 
(88.4 cents a bushel) an index of he can redeem his pledge and take 
prices, interest and taxes paid by the extra profit; while if the market 
farmers (178 per cent of 1910-14). price fails to +e, the farmer keeps 
The parity price of 82.46 so obtained the ldan and the C.C.C. does what it 
would of course give the wheat can with the wheat. 
farmer much more than a pre-First- The third option applies only to 
World-War standard of living, for wheat of approved quality stored, on 
the productivity of farming has in- or off the farm, in approved storage 
creased. In  September, 1952, the space. It is therefore quite normal 
Secretary of Agriculture announced for the market price to fall, after the 
a national average support price for harvest, below the support price-it 
the 1953 crop of go per cent of the is more convenient to sell wheat im- 
August parity, or 82.21 a bushel; mediately and get rid of the re- 
there is provision for this to be raised sponsibility for storage. Indeed, over 
if the parity price at  July I ,  1953, the marketing year 1952-53 the price 
was higher, but not for a reduction. to growers has averaged IOC. below 
The national average price can be the loan rate (with a maximum dif- 
translated, by a table of margins ferential of 54c.). Allowing for 
based on past market experience, quality Factors and transport charge, 

From L a d o n  ond Cmbridp Economic Semicc Bullitin, 7% ‘rims h e w  of Indurlry, Landon, 
S c p m b a  1953 
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an average price of 92.1 I to growen theseregulatonwould beinadequate: 
(i.e., IOC. below the support price) the experience of cotton in the 
in 1953-54 might be some 30c. to 1950 season suggests that their brak- 
40c. above the new International ing effect might be unduly severe, 
Wheat Agreement maximum. especially if yields prove to be low 

when restrictions have been applied. 
Safeguarding Regulations Regulation of individual commodi- 

Without some form of regulation, ties will tend to direct farmers’ 
this price support system could attention to other products, so that 
rapidly lead to unmanageable sur- surpluses eliminated in one place 
pluses. Two forms of regulation are will appear in another; but the US. 
provided. First, the Secretary of has not yet encountered the embar- 
Agriculture must each year (except rassment of univenal superabun- 
in times of national emergency) pro- 
claim a national acreage allotment The present policy can be regar- 
for wheat. This must be large ded in the main as a flexible 
enough to give, with the carry-over means of subsidising farmen at  the 
and imports, a prospective supply expense of the American consumer 
equal to 130 per cent of a normal and taxpayer, and Britain is in no 
year’s consumption and exports. The position to throw stones at those who 
national allotment is apportioned to subsidise farmen. Where, however, 
States, then to counties, and then to artificially high prices are secured by 
individual farms. But acreage allot- destroying ‘surplus’ stocks or finding 
ment by itself is accompanied by no artificial outlets for them (as has 
definite penalty for non-compliance, happened, for example, with potatoes 
except that the non-co-operator may and dried eggs), ,then there are some 
affect his eligibility for price support. grounds for legitimate complaint by 

The second form of regulation countries which import those com- 
comes into operation when (as this modities or others which might have 
year) expected supply (including been produced instead. 
carry-over) exceeds 120 per cent of 
‘normal’, as calculated above. The 
Secretary then proclaims that mar- 
keting quotas are required, and, 
provided that two-thirds of the 
farmers in a secret ballot approve, 
they come into effect. Farmers ex- 
ceeding their acreage allotment then 
have to pay a penalty of rather over 
$1  a bushel on wheat produced on 
the excess acres. If a third of pro- 
ducers were to vote against market- 
ing quotas, price support would fall 
to 50 per cent of the parity price (and 
would in effect be inoperative); so 
the pressure to accept quotas is 
strong, and the wheat growers have 
in fact voted to accept them. 

There is no reason to think that 

dance. 

International Implications 
What, then, are the international 

im lications of the policy? Very 

comparison of US. and foreign 
prices;. they sometimes relate to 
different commodities (e.g., Ameri- 
can and Egyptian cotton), sometimes 
to soft-currency sources instead of 
hard, sometimes to marginal and 
occasional supplies. The effect of 
supporting prices above the world 
market level should be a decline in 
U.S. sales to that market; but this 
effect is not distinguishable from the 
general shift of purchases away from 
dollar sources of supply. Further- 
more, there are many channels 

1 . P  itt e can be decided from a direct 
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through which the US.  surpluses 
can flow oversea without the direct 
payment of the full internal price- 
for instance, as relief supplies, or 
through special sales a t  reduced 
prices. It is very difficult to obtain a 
reliable picture of the actual disposal 

Where the U.S. has in the past 
been an importer (e.g., of certain 
dairy products), it must be expected 
that the extra production generated 
by price support will bring with it 
import quotas or prohibitions. Where 
the U.S. is a large exporter (e.g., of 
wheat, corn, cotton, or tobacco), her 
price support programme will cer- 
tainly tend to shift world prices up- 

prices. 

get beyond the general presumption 
that if farmers have feather-beds, the 
rest of us must lie the harder. 

wards, as importers compete to gain 
cheaper sources of supply; but this 
may not go very far before the US. 
is willing to pay the price ofa  subsidy 
in order to keep her share of the 
market-as she will presumably have 
to do under the renewed Inter- 
national Wheat Agreement. Where 
the US.  is a minor or occasional 
exporter, she will have to sell at a 
loss or be priced out of the market, 
and she will have little effect on the 
world price. Such rules, however, 
prove in detailed application to need 
many qualifications; it is difficult to 

EAST-WEST TRADE FRUSTRATIONS 

BY JOAN ROBINSON (Cambridge) 

THE exchange of British woollcns for Soviet matches is not the only examplc of Russian 
anxiety to increase her purchases-ofconsumer a well as industrial goods-in this country. 
Several British firm have been negotiating in both London and Macow for the sale of cables 
to R w i a  and at least two orden, each to a value of between L300,OOO and L400,000, have 
bccn concluded and sanctioned by the Board of Trade. These orden could have run into 
several millions if the necessary export licences had been forthcoming. The Russians have also 
tried to place with firm in Aberdeen and Lowestoft orden Tor Lam. worth of trawlen and 
fish factory ships; but, accordina to the President of the Board of Trade, the Admiralty is 

Bo& Govcrnment.and the Danes ;re said to be prepared to sanction'the ex6ort of such 
vessels, and the French are already supplying cargo ships under their new trade agreement 
with Moscow. Inaddition, the Russians are known Io  be willing and anxious to order from 
Britain d im1  generators and mechanical and hydraulic p&es of sizes wbich were freely 
uportcd to Russia two or three ycan ago. But the authorities are now evidently prepared to 
liccnse only electrical machines rated up to 315 kVA and presses up to 1,000 tam. A deal 
involving some L3m. worth of Russian plywood in exchange for British rayon and woollen 
textile is being held up by the Timber Control, which is impaing conditions on purchascl by 
British timber merchants with the object of liquidating the 'national stock' of 30,000 cubic 
feet-incidentally not the kind of plywood at present in greatat  demand. 

These arc only P few exampln ofproducts which arc thc subject of current trade negotia- 
tions between the Soviet authorities and British tradcn. If the potential Anglo-Soviet trade 
ofL60m. annually has yet to be realised, the main revon no longer appcan to be Russia's 
reluctance to place orden in Britain. 

Fram &tkr to Editor, The 'Timrr, Sip!zmbcr I, 1953 
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U.K. Agriculture : 
~ 

Striking Progress 
THE last twelve years have seen a 
silent revolution on Britain’s farms. 

In 1939 a man and a horse 
ploughing an acre a day was still a 
valid standard on thousands of 
holdings. Today the equivalent is a 
man and a tractor capable of 
ploughing half an acre an hour. 
Mechanisation has gained momen- 
tum in the.last six years, and the 
direction it has taken is also signifi- 
cant. 

Since 1946 in England and Wales 
we have increased our tractor power 
by 80 per cent, more than tripled the 
number of tractor trailers, doubled 
our milking machines, multiplied 
our force of combine-harvesters five 
times, and equipment for silage- 
making nine times. Though scarcely 
more than a third of our farms yet 
enjoy the benefits of electricity there 
has been, since 1946, a 122 per cent 
increase in the number of electric 
motors; and a 171 per cent increase 
in spraying machines for field crops 
shows how rapidly advantage is 
being taken of chemical methods of 
weed and pest control. 

Over the industry as a whole, the 
working capital invested has been 
multiplied between three and four 
times. Such estimates are inevitably 
approximate at  best, but the pre-war 
figure was officially set at E3oo- 
L35p million. It was set at  EI,OOO 
million in 1950, and the correspond- 
ing figure today must be substantially 
higher. 

This huge increase in farmers’ re- 
quirements in working capital has 
been the product not only of expan- 
sion but also of the general inflation. 

From F.B.I. &uicw, 

BY J. K. KNOWLES 

National Farmers’ Union) 

I t  is reflected in the bank advances 
to the industry which virtually 
dpubled themselves between 1948 
and 1951, when they were over three 
times the pre-war figure. I t  is re- 
flected also in the industry’s annual 
net income, in which the inflationary 
element (representing the excess of 
replacement cost over original cost, 
e.g. of slaughter stock, crops, etc. in 
any given year) increased from 6d. in 
the E in 1937-38 to a peak of 3s. in 
the in I 950- I. 

Higher Yields Per Acre 
Partly by building up fertility, and 

partly due to higher yielding 
varieties, average yields per acre have 
risen considerably. I n  farming, where 
seasonal variations make compari- 
sons based on individual years mis- 
leading, it is the ten year average 
that counts. Over the ten years dur- 
ing and since the war, i.e. up to 1949, 
we raised the output of wheat per 
acre as much as had been achieved 
in the preceding forty years. And it is 
safe to say that since then yields have 
been rising, and will continue to rise, 
more steeply still, as the successes of 
the plant-breeder are tried out, 
adapted to regional conditions and, 
where suitable. adooted on more and 

(General secletay, f 

I I  

more farms. 
National vields in Britain have 

always been among the highest in the 
world. The result is that we produced 
last year40 per cent more wheat than 
pre-war and more than double the 
tonnage of coane grains on acreages 
which were only g per cent and 75 
per cent higher respectively. Simi- 
larly, we produced 61 per cent more 

London, Augurf 1953 
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potatoes and 55 per cent more sugar 
beet offacreages increased by 37 per 
cent and zz per cent. A great and 
growing increase in high yielding 
temporary grass and fodder crops, 
grass-drying and silage, has helped 
to increase home-grown feed SUP 
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today being fed from her own soil as 
she has not been for half a century 
and more. Today we produce all our 
fresh milk, and virtually all our oats 
and potatoes, over four-fifths of our 
vegetables and shell eggs, some two- 
thirds of our carcase meat and offal, 

plies, leaving more coarse grains at;d barley and condensed milk, just 
the like for those non-ruminants, the under half our fruit, dried milk, 
pig and the hen. 
Livestock Gains 

There have been great gains on 
the livestock side as well. We pro- 
duced, in the United Kingdom, 
nearly 500 million extra gallons of 
milk-31 per cent more milk than 
pre-war, from a dairy herd only 
some I I per cent larger. To get our 
present output at  pre-war yields 
would mean another half a million 
cows. The national average yield per 
cow in England and Wales has been 
raised from 560 to 650 gallons, while 
the average from the rapidly growing 
number of ‘recorded‘ herds stands 
at  the high figure of 760. For a broad 
comparison, the average yield per 
milking cow is about 660 gallons in 
the dairy-specialist State of Wiscon- 
sin. 

At the same time, our output of 
meat is 6 per cent up on pre-war. 
This is due to the effective, and we 
hope permanent, expansion of our 
pig population which has topped the 
five million mark for the United 
Kingdom and is now the highest on 
record. 

The significant thing about this 
increased livestock output is that it 
bas been attained, and is being 
steadily increased, predominantly 
from home-produced feed. As com- 
pared with pre-war, the British live- 
stock farmer is getting only about 
half the supply of imported feed, and 
what he gets isoftenofpoorer quality. 

The net result is that Britain is 

bacon and ham and nearly a quarter 
of our sugar and our wheat. 

The gross value of this output for 
1952-53 was EI,IZO million. 

Importance of Home Production 

The importance of home produc- 
tion to the nation can be gauged 
from the fact that it takes nearly a 
half of what all our export industries 
are currently earning to pay for the 
food and drink we now have to im- 
port. If home output were back at 
the pre-war level, it would, accord- 
ing to the Government Survey of our 
economic situation, have meant that 
‘last year we should either have had 
to have gone seriously short of food, 
or we should have had to spend a t  
least an extra E400 million on food 
imports from abroad-completely 
wiping out our all-important surplus 
and putting us back on the wrong 
side again’. 

This saving to the nation, in terms 
of the balance-of-payments position 
from our present increased output, is 
broadly equivalent to the effort of 
our export industry in ships, cars, 
commercial vehicles and tractors, 
cotton piece goods and bicycles put 
together. Or, to put it another way, 
the currency we save by producing 
the extra amount of these foods at  
home instead of buying it abroad, is 
more than enough to pay the bill for 
such essential imports as rubber 
(E103 million), cotton (E128 mil- 
lion), and timber (E164 million). 
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An alternaliue lo guaranteed prices 

Price Insurance for Farmers 
BY COLIN CLARK 

WHAT the average farmer in Britain to him and to all concerned that a 
wants is some form of guarantee or farmer who had voluntarily chosen 
insurance against an excessive fall in to stay outside would have no claim 
prices, and the right to sell his pro- for assistance from any quarter if a 
duce freely otherwise. severe fall in prices did occur. 

It would be quite feasible to give Nor is it intended that the co- 
the farmer exactly what he wants, operative should work out one rigidly 
namely an insurance against falling defined form of insurance policy and 
prices. I t  would not be quite as make its members a take-it-or-leave- 
simple a matter as taking out a life it offer. There should be a certain 
or fire insurance, but it could be number of alternatives, but it would 
worked on the same principle. The not, of course, be possible to have an  
farmer would sell his produce on a insurance policy tailor-made to the 
perfectly free market, would pay cer- individual needs of each farmer. 
tain premiums every year, and would The co-operative should not find 
receive a reimbursement if, at  any excessive difficulty in defining what 
future date, prices fell below an were to be regarded as ‘dangerously’ 
agreed minimum. I t  would be as low prices for each commodity, be- 
simple ay that. low which the benefit would become 

Simple though it be, however, one payable. I t  could be provided that 
must have very profound doubts this ‘dangerously’ low or insurable 
about the suitability of a Govern- limit should be raised year by year, 
ment Department to organise it. If if wages and other costs rose. To 
the fixing of the rates of premium make provision of this sort would not 
and benefit is to be the subject of be beyond the powers ofthe actuarial 
political negotiations and the activi- estimates. 

Insured’s Choice ties of pressure groups, they are 
almost certain to be actuarially 
wrong, and the insurance fund would These matters would have to be 
be hopelessly unbalanced. settled by the co-operative as a whole 

without provision for the individual 
ideas of single farmers. But there are How the Plan Would Work 

The obvious method for meeting three matters in which each farmer 
such requirements is a farmers’ CO- would have his own choice in taking 
operative insurance. out his insurance policy. 

Let us now make the proposal a The first would be that he would 
little more concrete. A farmers’ CO- only insure in respect of the com- 
operative insurance would be formed, modities in which he was interested. 
but there would be no compulsory The second, a matter of great im- 
membership. Any farmer who wished portance to each individual farmer, 
to stay out would be perfectly free to is the decision as to the number of 
do so, but it would have to be clear years for which he wished to insure. 

From On Hooing it Both Ways, Weslminrkr BotUt Rcukw, London, Augud 1953 
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He might; for example, be offered the 
choice of policies for one, two, three, 

of, shall we say, potatoes, no prudent 
insurance would offer to protect him 

five, ten or even twenty years. A 
farmer who was thinking of retiring 
shortly would probably not go to the 
expense of taking out a ten-year or 
twenty-year policy. A younger man 
would have the right to choose be- 
tween taking out a long policy, or 
taking out a series of short ones from 
time to time, on the understanding 
(if the phrase may be permitted) that 
the odds might shorten or lengthen 
in the course of the next few wars. 

to the extent ofwhatever quantity he 
cared .to produce in the year when 
prices were low. What he would have 
to do would be to set down some per- 
fectly specific figure, say zoo tons per 
annum, as the amount which he 
wished insured. Then, if a bad year 
came, he would know that he would 
receive Ezoo for every EI by which 
the price per ton fell below the 
agreed insurable figure on some 
recoenised market. 

The farmer would therefore have 
the choice of takine out Dolicies Year ’porting 
by year, possibly i t  va6ing rat& of 
premium; or, if he preferred, of tak- 
ing out a long policy for which the 
premium rates were fixed in advance. 
Under such policies the minimum 
level of prices, at which benefit be- 
came payable, would be raised 
during the course of the policy, if 
wages and other costs rose, as indi- 
cated above. 

The third matter in which the 
farmer would have to exercise his 
choice is in saying precisely how 
much output he wished to insure. I f a  
farmer is insuring against a low price 

I t  should also be made clear that 
the holder of the policy is not under 
the slightest obligation to grow the 
crop concerned. He gets the insur- 
ance benefit if the price is low, 
whether he has grown the crop or 
not. It is, in fact, much better for 
himself and for all concerned, if he 
has had the forethought (or luck) not 
to be growing the crop in question 
during the bad year. The whole 
intention of the insurance benefit is 
to compensate him for any incon- 
venience caused by having to go out 
of producing this crop. 

ROAD TRANSPORT m U.S.A. 
According to thc Brookings Inititution, highway transportation as we know it in the 

United Stat- is ‘thc greatet single combination of cconomic activities in man’s history’. 
It pays one-sixth ofthe nation’s taxes, and provides over ten million jobs. Six million workers, 
for instance, are truck driven. More people are employed in all branch- of highway tram- 
portation than on all the nation’s farms. Individual busincuntablishmentrdircctlyconnected 
with highway transportation number over 700,000. The pmplc ofthc United States pay over 
L50 billions a year for highway transportation rcrvicn. Motor trucks account for 15 per cent 
of freight ton-miles and 77 per cent of total freight tonnage hauled yearly. Highway t r m -  
partation also accounts for 95 per cent or all pa-cnger mila of travel in the United States. 
In some states the automobile, together with the highway system, has made the tourist 
industry the single most important producer of wealth. 

Jonur Cope, Yicc-Pnridmf, Chryrlcr Corporation, Waihinglon, June 30, 1953 
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Canada Looks Forward: 
Population of Twenty-Five Million in ig80 

WITH a PO dation of 25 million'and 
a nationaf production of around 
$65,000 million, the Canadian per 
capita production and standard of 
living would besomewhat above that 
now prevailing in the United States. 

It does not necessarily follow, of 
course, that the pattern of either 
industrial or personal consumption 
would be closely similar to that now 
obtaining in the United States. 
There are a number of differences 
between the business structure and 
consumption habits of the two coun- 
tries other than those that result from 
their being at different stages of eco- 
nomic development. In  addition, 
industrial innovations such as atomic 
power, electronic devices, new 
metals, plastics and chemicals and 
the wider use of new types of con- 
sumer goods such as television sets, 
air-conditioning units, clothes driers, 
deep freezes, small airplanes and 
helicopters may well make great 
changes in the pattern of consump- 
tion. 

Nevertheless, it seems reasonable 
to suppose that rates of use of some 
of the basic facton in industrialisa- 
tion and living standards would. 
increase much as they have in the 
United States. Steel consumption, 
for instance, might rise from the 
presentper capita rate of 7 9 3  ingot Ibs. 
annually closer to the I ,343 Ihs. now 
consumed in the United States and 
oil consumption from the present 
114 barrels per capila consumed 
annually up to and perhaps even 
above the U.S. rate of 1 7 t  barrels. 

A rise of two-thirds in the number 
of consumers in Canada, coupled 

. 

Canada's popu/ation was estimatd at 
14.7 millionr in March 1953. But there 
had been a 3 per cenc increase in theyear 
1 g 5 t / z , a n d u  ~gpercenl innea~cfor the  
decadc I 94 I -5 I ,  rej?ecting hkh marriage 
and birth rates, andu substantial infow of 
immigranls wilh a cow'derable diminution 
in thz Y& of outJJow of emigmnls (par- 
ticularly info U.S.A.). The Bank of 
Noua Scotia Reuiew thtrejon hopes that 
some time around 1980 Canada might, 
under fauourable condilions, achieve a 
population of 25 million and a national 
production of the order of $65,000 million 
at present prices. Suppose this dream 
should come true, is this a piclure of what 

might follow? 

with substantially higher living stan- 
dards for the whole population, 
would have significant implications 
for every sector of the economy. 

F O d  COllSUmptiOD 

Far instance, it would not only 
make Canadian farmers independent 
of export markets for many of the 
products that have presented mar- 
keting problems in recent years hut 
would call upon them for substanti- 
ally increased production of many 
commodities, particularly the so- 
called 'protective' foods-meats, 
dairy products, vegetables and fruits. 

The Canadian population of 1952 
consumed roughly 650 million Ibs. 
of beef, goo million Ibs. of park, 
15+ billion lbs. of milk and 320 
million dozen eggs. To provide for I O  
million more people even at the level 
at  which Canadians consumed these 

From Monlhly @view, Bank of Nwa Scofolin, Toronlo, 3uly 1953 
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products in 1952 would require the 
equivalent of an additional goo,ooo 
head of cattle, twice as many as have 
erer been exported to the United 
States in a single year; it would re- 
quire another 600 million Ibs. of 
pork, as much as the huge annual 
wartime exports to Britain, which 
were achieved only by the rigid 
limitation of domestic consumption; 
it would require that milk and egg 
production be nearly half as large 
again as during the years of peak 
wartime and post-war cheese and 
egg exports to Britain. And with the 
improvement in Canadian diets that 
is bound to take place, requirements 
would be much larger than this. 

Such a marked increase in re- 
quirements for animal products 
would make heavy demands on 
grain supplies, more than absorbing 
the present big feed-grain exports 
and possibly necessitating as well 
some further use of wheat for feed or 
the diversion, as during the war, of 
some wheat acreage to coarse grains. 
However, there is no doubt that 
Canada would remain a major 
exporter of wheat since milling re- 
quirements for the domestic market 
are comparatively small and since 
cereals tend to play relatively a less 
important role as diets improve. 

More Intensive Cultivation 
Part of the needed increase in farm 

production could be provided by the 
opening up of new agricultural areas 
along the northern fringes of settle- 
ment to serve the adjacent com- 
munities as the development of 
natural resources draws population 
northward. The river valleys of 
central British Columbia, the Peace 
River district, the Mackenzie basin, 
the wooded areas of the Prairie 
Provinces and the clay helt of 
northern Ontario and Quebec still 

for an increase in housing'standards. 
The 1951 census revealed that I Q  

offer possibilities for new agricultural 
development. 

But the major part of the increase 
in production would have to come 
from more intensive use of areas 
already under cultivation. For- 
tunately, the possibilities of increas- 
ing output per acre through im- 
proved farming methods are very 
large. I t  is worth pointing out, too, 
that the bigger production and more 
intensive cultivation required would 
create a much larger market for 
fertilizer, agricultural machinery and 
equipment, and building materials, 
and would thus stimulate the indus- 
tries producing these goods. 

Housing 
As for housing, a rough calcula- 

tion shows that an annual rate of 
house-building as high as the average 
of the past five years (85,000 units) 
would not keep pace with the needs 
of a population growing a t  the sug- 
gested rate. Even if the long-term 
decline in the size of households 
should proceed very little farther by 
1980, and remain a t  an average of 
about 4 persons, IO million extra 
people would require 21 million 
extra dwelling units, or an  average 
rate of construction of over gp,ooo 
units a year. And this makes no 
allowance for the houses that must 
Dass out of use Over the period. nor 

per cen to f  Canadian homes w e 6  
over-crowded (that is, had more 
than one person per room) and that 
26 per cent were without running 
water and 36 percent without inside 
toilets. Moreover, many of the 
houses built since the war have been 
very small and, if a trend away rrom 
the two-child family is actually in 
progress, they will be grossly inade- 
quate. 
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the middle and older age groups will 
inevitably he larger, with consequent 
need for expanded medical care. 

One of the reasons for the post-war 
over-crowding of hospitals is that, 
because of higher real incomes and 
hospital-care plans, more people can 
now afford the services they need. 
Providing a rising standard of social 
facilities for a population expanding 
a t  the suggested rate implies a capital 
investment programme of formidable 
proportions. Such a programme 
could exercise an important sus- 
taining influence on the rate of 
investment if resource development 
should decline, temporarily at  least, 
from the high levels of the past few 
years. 
Domestic Appliances 

More people in more houses is one 
of the strongest factors in the long- 
term investment outlook. In  addition 
to all the types of facilities mentioned, 
it opens up the prospect of a much 
larger market for household appli- 
ances and equipment, especially if 
Canadians attain or surpass the 
celebrated U.S. standard of living 
in this sphere. 

Also implied is a sharp growth in 
the dema?d for services as popula- 
tion and living standards rise. More 
laundries, beauty parlours and res- 
taurants will likely he called for and, 
with the gradual increase in leisure, 
more ball parks and libraries, more 
theatres and resort hotels, and in- 
creased facilities for pleasure travel. 

The possibilities in the market for 
passenger cars are impressive. Pas- 
senger automobile registrations in 
Canada in 1951 numbered 2.1 mill- 
ion, or 1 5  for every 100 persons in the 
population, and last year over 
ZQO,OOO new passenger automobiles 
were sold in Canada. A population 
of 25 rnilliun with the present V.S. 

Schools 
Along with housing must go a host 

of other facilities. The pattern of 
suburban growth that has been so 
marked a feature of recent years is 
likely to continue, involving the con- 
struction of new streets and sewers, 
extended bus, telephone, gas and 
electric systems, and of course 
schools, churches, stores and recrea- 
tional facilities. 

The school problem now facing 
municipal authorities vividly illus- 
trates the implications of rapid 
population growth. Some 50 per cent 
more babies were horn in Canada in 
the six years 1947-52 than in the 
corresponding period a decade 
earlier. In  spite of a total new capital 
investment in schools exceeding S450 
millions in the past five years, 
authorities are deeply concerned 
about the inadequacy of present 
buildings and equipment (to say 
nothing about the shortage of staff) 
to take care of the flood .of yonngsters 
who have just begun to enter the 
school system and will he moving up 
through primary and secondary 
schools for the next ten or twelve 
years. 

If the population goes on growing 
iapidly, the pressure will continue, 
and the tendency for a growing pro- 
portion of young people to take 
advantage of secondary and higher 
education will accentuate the prob- 
lem. 
Hospitals 

Similarly,.there will continue to be 
a rising need for hospital facilities. A 
rapid growth through both natural 
increase and immigration would 
tend to keep the population young so 
that twenty-five or thirty years hence 
the proportion of the population 65 
and over might he no greater than 
i t  is today, but the oclual nunrbws i u  
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rate of car use, which is not far from 
double the current Canadian rate, 
would have seven million cars on the 
road. 

The growth in automobile manu- 
facturing facilities which this sug- 
gests, and in the demand for petrol, 
tyres and accessories of all kinds is 
large indeed. Nor should the im- 
mense public investment in roads 
required by a car population of any- 
thing like these dimensions be for- 
gotten. In spite of big post-war high- 
way programmes, present’ roads are 
sadly inadequate, so that a consider- 
able backlog of need exists to begin 
with. In addition, highway con- 
struction is becoming constantly 
more expensive with the demand for 
super-highways, ‘through-ways’ and 
‘express-ways’. 

Other Industries 
Moreover, the growth of the 

Canadian market has significant 
implications for Canada’s manufac- 
turing industries. One of the main 
disadvantages under which many of 
these industries labour is the small- 
ness of the domestic market, involv- 
ing as it does ‘short runs’, frequent 
re-tooling, difficulties in keeping 
stocks of sufficient variety, relatively 
high overhead costs, and so on. 

While a population nf 25 million, 
even though it enjoyed a substanti- 
ally higher standard of living than 
the present one, would obviously not 
create a mass market c0mparabl.e’ 
with that in the United States, I t  
would certainly enable many more 
industries to operate close to the 
optimum level needed for ellicient 
production, competitive wilh im- 
ports. It would alsn reduce the de- 
pendence on export markets which 
i n  the existing environment of trade 

restrictions has been a source of 
difficulty for some Canadian, manu- 
facturing industries. 

Finally, a substantial growth in 
population would have the effect of 
spreading some of the high overhead 
costs inevitable in a country of great 
distances. For Canada’s small popu: 
lation, the burden of transportation 
costs associated with building and 
maintaining the far-flung transporta- 
tion system necessary to opening up 
the country has always been a heavy 
one. Similarly, the provision ofpostal, 
welfare, educational and other 
government services has involved 
outlays which are large in relation to 
the popnlation to be served. Distri- 
buting these costs over a larger 
population would mean an  appreci- 
able easing of one of the basic prob- 
lems of the Canadian economy. 

But..  . 
This discussion is an exercise in 

long-term possibilities. It certainly 
suggests a strong basic trend and 
opens up a prospect of growth for 
Canada more favourable than has 
been envisaged for many yean. 

I t  is important to remember, 
however, that it rests on assumptions 
about the world economic climate 
which, though they seem reasonable 
at present, cannot be taken for 
granted, namely that Canada’s basic 
products will not suffer from a long- 
continued weakness in world demand 
and that there will not be a severe 
and prolonged depression. It should 
also be emphasised that such an 
exercise is in no sense a guide to the 
near-term outlook for, if anything is 
certain, it is that growth will not be 
even and will be characterised by 
periods of readjnstment as well as by 
periods of expansion. 

. 3 0 *  
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New Zealand Looks Twenty 
Years Ahead 

The paper,’ published on the eve 
of the Budget, says that New Zea- 
land’s external position, after achiev- 
ing the goal of overall balance set by 
the Commonwealth Prime Ministers 
last December, has been greatly im- 
proved. The internal economy is also 
satisfactory with farm and factory 
production still rising, with the 
shortage of labour and capit$ easing 
a little, and with the rate ofmcrease 
in consumers’ prices slowing down. 

A problem of increasing impor- 
tance, both from the point ofview of 
New Zealand and the Sterling Area, 
is that of adequate development for 
the New Zealand economy. 

To provide for the increased 
population while raising living stan- 
dards, a high rate ofcapital expendi- 
ture is required, it is stated. Ofgreat 
importance will be capital expendi- 
ture in primary industry to expand 
production for export. At pment,  
with go per cent of overseas earnings 
derived from the sale of primary 
products, it is certain that such 
products will continue to be the 
country’s main exports for many 
years. ‘As internal consump,tion of 
farm products will grow wlth the 
population, it is therefore important 
that faarm production should con- 
tinue to rise to keep exports a t  the 
highest possible level.’ 

!;rrurn Public l te luhru Uruarb, Ncm i$h 

‘In this way, the growing economy 
will he able to purchase the imports 
needed’, the paper states. 

The volume of farm production 
continued to rise last year. Since the 
war, the volume of dairy production 
has increased by about one quarter, 
while meat and wool production 
have each increased by about one- 
eighth. 

Increased Productivity Forecast 
The paper states that, with the 

fullest use of improved techniques 
and an active policy of land develop. 
ment, it is realistic to expect pro- 
duction to increase by about 30 per 
cent by 1975. In  stressing the need 
for land develo ment, !he paper 

production comes from 66 million 
acres-only one-tenth of the total 
land available. 

Prospects for the export trade are 
that the volume ofexports as a whole 
may rise by a smaller proportion 
than the population between now 
and 1975. I t  is stated, however, that 
some help in maintaining the volume 
of imports per head of population 
may come from an improvement in 
the terms of trade over this period. 
I t  is also possible that foreign ex- 
change receipts will be augmented 
by further local processing of some 

points out that t R e greatest part of 

d Cuicrmmf, IVcIlingfm, Augarl 25, I953 
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export products and that snme im- 
ports will also he obtained in a less 
finished state. 

Long-term market prospects for 
primary products seem suniciently 
strong to support an intensive effort 
to increase production, the paper 
says. ‘For many years, there have 
been warnings that the prosperity of 
New Zealand’s basic industries is 
threatened by synthetic fibres as a 
substitute for wool and by greater 
sales of margarine as a competitor 
with butter. But while progress in 
the production of substitutes has 
important implications for New Zea- 
land, it remains true that remunera- 
tive sales continue to be made of 
increasing quantities of wool and 
dairy products that New Zealand has 
been able tn export.’ 

For wool, the paper states, the 
market at  present is in a healthy 
state. Prices should continue to be 
good in the foreseeable future. Pros- 
pects for continued exports of dairy 
products are good because New 
Zealand is capable of producing these 
products at prices which will com- 
pete readily with those ofother major 
exporters. 

The paper adds: ‘It is by no means 
certain that the highest quality 
margarine of a type that might com- 
pete with butter as a direct substitute 
for high-grade consumption can in 
fact be produced in greatly increased 
quantities a t  prices which would 
constitute a threat to New Zealand’s 
dairy industry.’ 

Markets for meat, it is stared, 
appear to be particularly sound in 
both the short and long term view. 
Prospects are favourable for selling 
increased quantities at  good prices. 

In assessing that in the Ions run 
the terms of trade will become more 
rather than less favourable to New 
Zealand, the paper points out that 
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New Zealand is an exporter of fond- 
stuffs of animal origin, demand for 
which is likely to increase with rising 
living standards in the world as a 
whole. 

Terms of Trade 
The paper states that the terms of 

trade have now improved to a level 
equal to pre-war. With the average 
of the three years 1936 to 1938 taken 
as a base of In0 units, the terms of 
trade, which were against New 
Zealand during the war years, 
climbed to 123 and 124 for 1950 and 
1951 respectively but fell last year to 
as low as 83. In the first quarter of 
this year, however, the figure shows 
an increase to IOI units. 

The growth of population will call 
for a high rate of capital formation 
and an even greater rate is desirable 
to improve living standards, it is 
stated. New Zealand is at present 
devoting nearly a quarter, of its 
annual production to the creation of 
capital assets. Gross capital expendi- 
ture rose from LIZZ million in 1950- 
51 to E167 million last year. 

The population is expected to 
increase at an average annual rate of 
40,000 to 50,000 over the next ten 
years, and for each additional mem- 
ber of the population, a capital 
expenditure of several thousands of 
pounds is required to maintain 
present standards, it is stated. 

The paper surveys the methods of 
paying the cost of development, 
and adds: ‘Complex factors that 
govern the effects of different actions 
io the monetary field make it impos- 
sible to set down various methods of 
financing development in an order 
of desirability that would hold good 
for all economic circumstances. It is 
sufficiently clear, however, that New 
Zealand’s development requires a 
high rateofsavings to be maintained.’ 
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India Can Do Without Foreign Aid 
An oplirtrirticforecust bused rrpori encowaging experience 

THERE has been a revolution in Finance Minister. Pre-occupied with 
India’s food problem. Let the pun- the paper figures of the Plan and the 
dits debate whether it has been due ‘uncovered’ figure of Rs. 365 crores 
to control or decontrol, the mercifnl in the final Plan, the Finance 
rains of Providence, or a lowering in Minister has been thinking-at least 
total, as well as of urban, consump- until June-in terms of foreign aid as 
tion. the necessary condition for stepping 

The food situation highlights the up India’s investment, - -  
changing economic picture, and it is 
the largest ofsingle chang? But the 
change is really on a very wide front. 
Because our food imports this year 
were down to 2.1 million tons our 
balance ofpayments has been unhap- 
pily, favourable; unhappily, because 
having regard to high prices within 
and the foreign component of the 
Plan, one would have desired heavy 
imports and, therefore, an adverse 
balance. 

Expenditure in the Plan is running 
a little behind schedule even though 
industrial production is not. But this 
is not the reason for the favourable 
balance of payments figure. Indeed, 
an element of high stability has 
entered into our international trade. 
During the remaining years of this 
plan at any rate-notwithstanding 
the constant cries of the need for 
foreign aid-India seems well set in 
foreign exchange to meet every 
scheduled need. 

Here too the picture has dramatic- 
ally changed. A country hungry for 
foreign exchange has suddenly dis- 
covered that its problem is quite 
different. It is the full absorption of 
the foreign exchange resources which 
it has at its call. 

The situation is certainly para- 
doxical. And at  least one side of this 
paradox has even deceived the 

From EaEarlrm Economirt, Ne, 

Paradoxical Situation 
Today it happens that the real 

problem is finding productive pro- 
jects on which investment, domestic 
or foreign, can take place. So inelfec- 
tive has this search become that in 
order to relieve the unemployment 
situation the only scheme which has 
been announced proposes to employ 
one hundred thousand persons as 
teachers and social education workers 
in the course of the next two years at  
a cost of 12 crores of rupees. There 
is, indeed, talk of a new Industrial 
Development Corporation and of 
another ICs. 500 crores investment in 
five years. But finance is not now the 
trouhle. The trouble is what to pro- 
duce and how. 

The problem of foreign aid has 
thus reduced itself to zero. No one 
wishes foreign aid abruptly discon- 
tinued, but it is now seen in better 
perspective. I t  is a marginal and not 
an essential condition of Indian eco- 
nomic development for the remaining 
period of the plan. The new steel 
plant, the agreement for which was 
concluded last week, looks as if it can 
he financed, from the foreign ex- 
change point of view, from the sav- 
ings in food imports that Mr Kidwai 
(Minister of Food and Agriculture), 
has made possible. If India can 

w Delhi. Augur 28, 1953 
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exchange requirements for the Plan 
was excessive; the plan has been in 
operation this year without any 
strain on our payments position, even 
while export earnings were declining. 

And there is at least one good 
reason why this fortunate position 
should continue to prevail: that 
there is now neither need nor 
justification for enhanced imports. 

Unemployment Problem 
Another obiection to enhanced 

remain well in balance with imports deal. As it is, the effect on the con- 
of 2.1 million tons, there seems to be sumer of Sir Sri Ram's proposal is 
at least primafucic evidence that in likely to be as marginal as the 
the next three years, if food imports volume of imports affected. 
can be held at I million tons per This is thus a quite unfamiliar 
year, we will have additional foreign situation. There is abundance in 
exchange on our own account of stocks. Production continues high. 
over Rs. 140 crores. It is also clear The balance of payments is steadily 
that the orininal estimate of foreinn favourable and the future is likely to 

be even better than the present. The 
country does not need enhanced im- 
ports, and is in the fortunate position 
of even taking some marginal reduc- 
tions. Foreign aid, which for years 
has looked like the necessary con- 
dition of economic advance of an 
underdeveloped economy, has re- 
ceded into its appropriate place. De- 
ficit financing which, a few months 
ago, was in many quarters deeply 
feared has become a central instru- 
ment of finance. The demand for 

imports is presented by the unem- employment, rising shrill above every 
ployment situation. Sir Sri Ram this other need, has drowned financial 
week has presented a six-point em- orthodoxy to the point at which 
ployment policy, one cardinal fea- action for promoting investment, or 
ture of which is a reduction in im- even non-productive employment, is 
ports. Actually any closeexamination no longer subject to the exigencies of 
of our existing imports will show that a balanced budget. Every future 
the scope for additional employment budget of the Indian Union for the 
arising from restriction of imports is period of the plan will be unbalanced 
relatively small. But Sir Sri Ram's on overall account, while we may 
proposal does in fact reflect a possibly leave some foreign exchange 
popular demand and it is, quite resources unused. This is merely a 
definitely, a straw in the political financial reflection ofadeep and pro- 
wind. found decision forced on the 

The overriding demand for a Government of India by the people 
solution of the unemployment prob- of India. 
lem is so great that the needs of the Under the shadow of crisis, the 
consumer will inevitably, in the short country and, to some extent, the 
period, be subordinated to the needs Government of India is learninc to 
of employment. It is just fortunate 
that the country is at this moment 
well stocked and production is at, or 
near, an all-time peak. If the political 
demand for an all-out employment 
policy a t  any cost had been imposed 
on a condition of shortage, the con- 
sumer may well have had a very raw 

raise itself by its own exertions: So 
long as present policies are not 
exalted into economic principles, 
which degenerate into economic 
autarky, they will do us nothing but 
good. A nation must know its own 
ca acity before it asks for outside 
he P p. 
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Neguib’s First Year in Egypt 
An assessmenl of economic chanEes 

WHEN the present regime came to 
power in Egypt in July last year the 
1951-52 financial year had just 
ended with a deficit of EE.3Rm., the 
general reserve, which stood. at  
EE.6om. at  the beginning of 1951, 
was practically exhausted and there 
was a legacy of a large overdraft with 
the National Bank of Egypt. 

At the start of 1952, a slump was 
beginning to be felt in Egypt. Follow- 
ing the maintenance of exceptionally 
high prices, thanks to artificial 
boosting, aided and abetted by the 
Government then in power, cotton 
exports showed a sharp drop, while 
imports continued on an unrestricted 
scale. 

This situation soon had the effect 
of widening the gap in the balance 
of payments, the deficit rising from 
EE.31m. in the second quarter of 
1951 to EE.55m. in the correspond- 
ing period of 1952. At the same time, 
Egyptian banks’ holdings of foreign 
credits fell from EE.33om. at the end 
of 1951 to EE.30fim. in May of 1952 
and to EE.271m. by the end of the 
same year. 

Adverse Effects 

The slump in cotton prices had the 
effect of reducing the national in- 
come and resulted in a big drop in 
customs duties-one of the State’s 
main sources of revenue-brought 
about unemployment and started a 
downward slide in the value of 
stocks and shares. 

One of the first tasks of the present 
regime on coming into ppwer was the 
implementation of a policy ofauster- 
ity in Government expenditure. The 

From Financial Tim., London, Augur1 25, 1953 

balance of payments was redressed 
considerably by the imposition of 
severe restrictions on imports and on 
spending abroad by tourists and the 
Government. 

In  addition, a cotton policy was 
drawn up which has brought back 
confidence in the Egyptian market. 
There is every indication that the 
carry-over at the end of the season 
will be considerably reduced. This, 
together with the 32 per cent decrease 
in the acreage under cotton, should 
help the Government to dispose ofall 
of its stocks by the end of the new 
season which started at  the beginning. 
of September. 

The new regime has also recog- 
nised the dangers of relying on one 
main crop and agriculturists are 
being encouraged to increase their 
production. Land reclamation 
schemes-several of them with the 
aid of Point I\’-are now under way. 
Agrarian Reform 

The agrarian reform law limited 
holdings to zoo acres per person. 
This was mainly a social-political 
move, but the Government is taking 
care to ensure that the breaking up 
of the bigger properties does not 
entail a drop in production. 

This is being achieved by the 
formation of co-operatives which 
will enable small landowners to 
make use of modern machinery and 
credit facilities with which to buy 
fertilisers; selected seed (sold by the 
Government in order to increase the 
yield and quality ofcrops) and cattle. 
The smaller owners will also get 
taxation relief, and complete exemp- 
tion in certain cases. 



Another move has been the recent 
decision to allow farmen to export 
50 per cent of vegetables grown on 
land previously allotted to other 
crops, or which had lain barren. This 
year’s wheat crop is a record at over 
56m. bushels, thanks to an increase 
in the area under cultivation and to 
a higher yield per acre. 

In  the industrial sector, the 
Government has two aims. The 
first is to start severa! productive 
projects as soon as possible in order 
to relieve the acute unemployment 
problem and also to ease some of the 
deflationary pressure that has set in. 
A sum of #.qzm.-to be financed 
mainly by internal loans-is down 
to be spent during the current finan- 
cial year which started onJuly I last. 

Second Aim 

The second aim is to implement 
a long-term industrialisation policy. 
This includes the construction of the 
high dam at Aswan, which will also 
SeNe to irrigate new tracts of land 
and thus aid the expansion of agri- 
cultural production which still has  to 
make considerable progress before 
being able to keep pace with the 
yearly population increase. Other 
projects are the extension of the iron 
and steel, paper and fertiliser indus- 
tries. 

Plans are also under way for 
establishing new industries. 

Invitations have been sent to 
international firms by the National 
Production Coiincil for the con- 
struction of silos in Cairo and Alex- 
andria. These silos are expected to 
save Egypt several million pounds’ 
worth ofgrain destroyed annually by 
insects due to improper storage 
facilities. Incidentally, most of 
Egypt’s dollar expenditure goes 
every year for the purchase of wheat. 
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New Legislation 
Industrial legislation passed since 

July, 1952, includes that of granting ’ 
certain privileges to foreign capital 
invested in productive schemes. 
Under the mines and quarries law 
prospecting companies are no longer 
required to be solely Egyptian. The 
minimum percentage of Egyptian 
capital in joint stock companies has 
been reduced from 51  per cent to 49 
per cent: new industries are exempt 
from taxation for a period of five 
years and an aid fund for the textile 
industry is to be established by law. 

Various other legislation, such as 
the implementation of the customs 
drawback system to a wide variety of 
primary products required by  local 
industries, and the provisional 
exemption of custom and excise 
duties on certain other goods, has 
been passed in an attempt to stimu- 
late local production and exports. 

In the commercial field, bilateral 
agreements with most countries of 
Western Europe, Spain, Yugoslavia, 
the Soviet Union and India has en- 
ahled Egypt to stop the drain on her 
sterling and dollar reserves and at  the 
same time to dispose of her huge 
cotton stocks. Egypt’s free sterling 
reserves have been showing pro- 
gressive improvement and recently 
passed the ,EE.igm. mark. 

In  addition, these bilateral 
agreements have helped considerably 
to strengthen the position of the 
Egyptian pound abroad. So far, 
however, there is little prospect of 
any easement of the restrictions on 
imports from countries not having 
trade and payments agreements with 

In fact, in order to balance the 
ordinary Budget for the current 
financial year higher customs and 
excise duties were imposed on certain 
goods considered as non-essentials. 

%Pt. 
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Iraq’s Economic Prospects 
IRAQ’S present standard of living is 
lower than that of her western neigh- 
boun, Syria and Lebanon. Annual 
income per capila is probably a t  most 
about g30. Nearly go per cent of the 
population is illiterate, and there is 
widespread debilitation by endemic 
diseases. 

The great majority of the popula- 
tion lives by the land, under a tribal 
system which has lost its paternal 
touch and beanseverely on theshare- 
cropping landless peasant. The total 
number of industrial worken was 
estimated in 1951 a t  probably not 
more than about 72,000, of whom 
about 14,000 were employed in 
modern industrial plants, including 
the oil industry. With oil revenues 
rising from gam. to E5m. a year 
between 1948 and 1951, the budget 
was, until two yean ago, precariously 
balanced at  about g30m. a year. 

This picture is already beginning 
to change as a result ofthe,conclusion, 
in August, 1951, of the latest agree- 
ment between the Iraq Petroleum 
Company and the Iraq Govern- 
ment. Under this agreement oil 
profits are shared on an equal basis, 
before the deduction of foreign tax. 
The company guarantees a mini- 
mum output from its three conces- 
sions at Kirkuk, Basra and Mosul of 
30 million tons a year from 1955 

AUocating Oil Revenues onwards, and a minimum oil revenue 
of g25m. a year from 1955 onwards. The Iraq Government have wisely 

In fact, output is already ahead of decided to allocate the oil revenues 
schedule, being now at the rate of to the economic and social develop. 
26 million tons a year (compared ment of the country. In  1950 a 
with six million tons in 1950); and Development Board was established 
if present world prices are main- by law, charged with the task of  
tained, total oil revenues for the preparing a comprehensive develop- 
five years 1952 to 1956 may amount ment plan and vested with executive 
to as much as ga5om. powen to carry out major capital 1 

From Thr Timrs Rcilicw cfIndurtgp London, September 1953 

Among Middle Easarlrm counlries Iraq is 
uniquely placed: possessed of great possi- 
bililies for cconomic developmenl s h  has 
also an income from oil large enough to 
enable her rapid!y to realire them. If lhe 
oil revenues are spent Wise!y and well the 
counlry may wilhin 50 years have been, 
transformed Jiom a poor, backward, 
semi-feudal stale inlo a prosperous and 
progressive modem nation. She may have 
become lhe granary of the Middle East, 
and perhaps also ifs main facrury and 
wurkshop. Her population, a1 present 
bare!yjve million, may have eapanded, by 
nalural increase and by immigration from 
her om-populated Arab neighboars, to 
something approaching its ancient size .f 

ouer 30 million. 

This phenomenal increase in out- 
put has been made possible by two 
facts: first, the completion of two 
new pipelines, bringing the total 
pipeline capacity from Kirkuk to the 
Mediterranean, excluding the two 
unused pipelines to Haifa, to 22 
million tons a year; and secondly, the 
bringing into production of new oil 
fields at Mosul and Basra. The latter 
is potentially very rich, with reserves 
possibly equalling those of Kirkuk, 
which are estimated at 1,000 million 
tons. 
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development projects; 70 per cent 
of the oil revenues are assigned to it, 
the balance being allocated to the 
Government departments for smaller 
schemes and current services. 

The Development Board did not 
start the long-term planning of the 
country's economy from scratch. It 
had to hand a first-class blueprint in 
the shape of the report of the Haigh 
I r r iga t ion  Commission,  which  
worked in Iraq from 1946 to 1949 
and recommended an overall plan of 
development costing some EIoom. 
which would increase the irrigated 
area of the country from eight mil- 
lion to about 1 7  million acres. Plans 
for road and railway development 
had also been prepared and these, 
together with a general economic 
survey carried out by an Inter- 
national Bank survey mission in 1951 
formed the basis for an extremely 
ambitious six-year programme, for 
the years 1951 to 1956 inclusive, to 
which the Development Board has so 
far been working. The main heads of 
expenditure under this programme 
are as follows:- 
Irrigation projccts ... ... 
Roads . . . . . . . . . 
Other communications ... 
Builrlingr (including hospitals 

and .CI1"0IS) ... ... 
Public utilities ... ... 
Agriculture .. . . . . . . . 
Industry (chemical factory) 
Miscellaneoiis _.. ... 

L53,400,000 
L26,700,000 
L4, I00,000 

L 18,000,000 
~4,100,000 

~3l,000,000 
L7,500,000 

LlO,G00,000 

Total _.. ... ... ~155,400,000 

During the past two and a half 
years the Development Board has 
made impressive progress in imple- 
menting this programme. 

Parallel to this immense pro- 
gramme of capital works which the 
Development Board is carrying out, 
the Government departments are 
laying the foundations for social 

progress in such fields as education, 
public health, and labour policy. 
They are being assisted in this work 
by a substantial number of British 
experts employed on direct con- . 
tract, and by experts provided under 
the United Nations and the Ameri- 
can Point Four technical assistance 
programmes. Altogether there are 
about 250 foreign experts in Iraq. 

The Iraq Government have not 
yet seriously tackled the major 
problem of land reform, but a law 
passed in 1951. provides for the 
allocation oFnewly irrigated lands to 
landless peasants, who will cultivate 
them under the general supervision 
of the Government. 

Clearly there are great difficultieq 
and dangers involved in implemen- 
ting these immense plans. Will such 
r ap id  expend i tu re  of revenue ,  
amounting to a third of the national 
income, impose an undue strain on a 
primitive economy? Will it generate 
inflation? Will the Iraqi Civil Ser- 
vice be capable of shouldering this 
immense burden? Is the programme 
properly balanced, co-ordinated and 
timed? 

That its pace may be too rapid is 
suggested by the fact that in the first 
two years only 50 per cent of the 
funds available to the Development 
Board have been spent. There are 
signs also of a lack of balance. Hos- 
pitals and schools, for instance, are 
being built far more rapidly than 
nurses and doctors and teachers are 
available to staff them. Another 
problem which is causing anxiety is 
the fact that the board's programme, 
which is necessarily concerned mainly 
with long-term capital projects, is 
unable to produce those quick 
results which the peasants, and the 
slum dwellers in Baghdad and Basra, 
anxious to see their lot improved, are 
looking for. 



Sterling Area & South African Pound 
DY PROFESSOR H. W. .J. WIJNHOLDS (Uniuersily of Preloria) 

How does the Sterling Area’s dollar 
pool affect the position of the South 
African currency? 

Most countries, and especially the 
United Kingdom, have a dollar 
shortage. The sterling area as a 
whole also has a dollar shortage. 
South Africa ‘produces’ more dollars 
than she uses: approximately E70 
million in eold is vearlv transferred 

the past years has helped to bring 
about equilibrium in the balance of 
payments. For this reason it is often 
thought that the free flow of capital 
inside the sterling area has strength- 
ened the position of the South 
African pound. At first sight this 
would appear to be the case. The 
question is not as simple as that, 
however. , ,  

to London-in exchange for sterling. 
South Africa contributes to the dollar Influence Of Immigrant Capita1 
pool, but does not draw on it. This Apart from the inflow of hot 
means that South Africa strengthens money, British investment in South 
the other countries of the sterling Africa has led to an increased de- 
area, but that the Union does not mand for goods, also from dollar 
derive any strength from it. countries. If British capital is used 

As a consequence of the free for the erection of new industries that 
movement of capital inside the ,require capital goods from the 
sterling area, British capital was ‘,United States, the inflow of sterling 
transferred to South Africa. This results in an outflow of dollars. 
capital was not always genuine At the same time the inflow of 
investment capital. During the first capital has resulted in an enormous 
years after the second World War a industrial expansion in South Africa, 
good deal of British ‘funk money’ which is not without danger. Since at 
found its way to the Union. Measures present consolidation and not further 
have been taken to stop the inflow of expansion should be the aim, the 
hot money, but it is difficult to decide inflow of capital should be encour- 
whether capital is transferred be- aged for the former purpose only. 
cause of genuine investment pros- In  judging the effect upon South 
pects or because of high taxes and Africa of the free flow of capital in- 
fear of a further devaluation of side the sterling area, it may be said 
sterling. In any case the flow of that this has helped the industrialisa- 
capital was one-sided, as could be tion of the Union, but that, on the 
expected. The policy of free capital other hand, it has created a number 
movements between the sterling area of problems which call for reorienta- 
countries boils down to permission to tion. I t  may therefore be said that a 
transfer British capital to the decrease in the inflow of sterling in 
Dominions and an assurance from the near future need not be regarded 
the Dominions that this capital may as a disadvantage. I t  will strengthen 
be withdrawn without exchange rather than weaken the position of 
restrictions. the South African pound. An inflow 

. 

, The influx ofBritish capital during of dollar capital on the other hand, 
From TheSouth African Pound, Finance nod Trade Rcvirw, VolkJkor Lid: Pntorio,July 1953 
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if used for completing and con- 
solidating expansion, can only be 
welcomed. 

Until recently dollar capital has 
not been invested in the Union on a 
large scale. This is due, in the fint 
place, to the fact that South Africa 
has been considered as falling within 
the British sphere ofinfluence. South 
African industry has historical and 
financial ties with the United King- 
dom and American investors are not 
interested in a minority share-hold- 
ing in British controlled industries in 
the Union. Moreooer, il is f o i r b  
getwally belieued lhal the South African 
pound will  follow sledins if a new 
deualuation of the luller currency should 
occur. 
Handicap of S.A. Membership 

Here a definite disadvantage of 
South Africa’s membership of the 
sterling area presents itself. The 
belief that the Union’s currency will 
follow sterling automatically is not 
justified. The South African pound 
is an independent currency and the 
government of the Union is free to 
fix a rate for the S A .  pound that 
differs from sterling. The South 
African government will certainly 
follow an independent course for its 
currency if circumstances require 
this. (I t  should be remembered that 
the South African pound did not 
follow sterling when the latter was 
devalued in 1931. South Africa only 
made the decision to devalue in 
1932.) Unfortunately this is not 
always realised, with the result that 
the South African pound is often 
considered ‘weaker’ than it really is. 

Apart from membership of the 
sterling area, there is another fact 
that gives rise to the helief that the 
Soutli African pound will follow 
sterling if the latter should be de- 
valued in luture, namely, the 

amount of the sterling balance held 
by South Africa. If sterling should 
devalue and the South African pound 
should not follow, the Union would 
lose on her sterling balances. 

If New Devaluation Comes 
The most important argument why 

the South African pound should 
follow sterling is that the Union’s 
trade with the United Kingdom and 
the other countries of the sterling area 
forms the greater part of her total 
international trade. It should not be 
overlooked, however, that South 
Africa’s imports from the United 
Kingdom are much higher than her 
exports to that country. In 1951 
imports from the United Kingdom 
amounted to E166 million, while the 
exports were only E73 million. 
Devaluation of sterling, without 
devaluation of the South African 
pound, would make the Union’s 
exports more difficult. On  the other 
hand, imports from England would 
become cheaper, bringing about a 
decrease in the cost of living and in 
production costs. In the event of the 
South African pound following ster- 
ling, exports to countries outside the 
sterling area would become cheaper. 
Imports would become dearer and 
the rise in the costs of production 
would soon offset the export gain. 
This is largely what happened in 
‘949. 

I t  follows from the foregoing that 
although there are factors that may 
be used as arguments why the South 
African pound should follow sterling 
in the event of a new devaluation, 
there are also many arguments 
against such a decision. More im- 
portant, however, is the realisation 
that the South African pound is an 
independent currency, the fate of 
which is decided only by the South 
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Economic Folly of Colour Bar 
BY DR VAN D E R  HORST 

Chairman of Cape Western Regional Commiltee of the South African ImLilutr of 
R u e  Relatiom and Lccturer in Economics at lhe Uniuersily of Capetown 

RACIAL segregation has fought a both the white and the black popiila- 
losing battle throughout South Afri- tions now offers a potentially more 
can history with the powerful forces stable labour supply than was hither- 
impelling economic integration. Ab- to available. 
solute separation proved impractic- The drift of the whites from the 
able because of insufficient room for land largely preceded the industrial 
the races to live apart, and because expansion, hut the Africans have 
all parties perceived the benefits of mainly followed industry to the 
co-operation. towns, where, except as a necessary 

Parlially dispossessed and thrust labour force, they have been neither 
hack on to congested land, the welcomed nor adequately catered 
Africans sold their labour to the for. Today, whatever may he the 
Europeans, and as unskilled labourers theory, the towns are really mixed 
they were very welcome in a country areas with members of the different 
where the demand for labour has racial groups inextricably inter- 
persistently outrun supply. But when, woven in economic life. Indeed, only 
iu the mines, the African showed he in the Native Reserves is there any 
could do something more than un- large block of one racial group, for, 
skilled manual work, obstacles were with farmers just as dependent as 
put in his way and a colour bar erec- industrialists and mine-owners on 
ted to protect the European worker. non-European labour, even the so- 

Outside the mining industry, the called ‘European’ areas in the coun- 
African’s absorption into the older try are, in reality, mixed areas, with 
trades has taken place within a the non-Europeans outnumbering 
similar framework, hut the growth Europeans as they do in the towns. 
of manufacturing industry is modi- The main for African 
Sying this set-up. In  modern factories migration to the townsisundoubted~y 
an increasing ProPortion of the rural poverty, for income from farm- 
labour force is engaged on machine ing in the &tivc areas is pitifully 
minding and routine assembly line low. It is to supplement their meagre 
operations, and such work-classed income that so many Africans absent 
as semi-skilled in South Africa-is the,mselves from the ~~~i~~ areas for 
being done by members of all racial varying periods to work in the mines 
groups. and towns-with consequent ill- 
‘Inextricably Interwoven’ effect on the economic well-being of 

lJrban&ion: Employees in manu- the Reserves and on the traditional 
facturing industry have increased mode of African life. 
fourfold over the past thirty years, Large-scale migration and urbau- 
and along with this expansion of isation give rise to dificult problems 
industrial capacity there has been il in any society, hut in  Sollth Africa 
change i n  the nature of the labour these problems have been aggravated 
supply. Increased urbanisation of by the differences of colour and cul- 

Surnmary l~ E. U S. Re~ioo ,  Unilmr Lld, Seplernbcr 4, 1953, of orlirle in Oplimn 
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ture and by the refusal on the part of 
the Europeans to realise and accept 
the social change which has been 
taking place. 

Instead of easing and assisting the 
process, fruitless attempts have been 
made to stem the tide of African 
urbanisation. Wherever evident, offi- 
cial policy has been only negative. It 
has been based on the ideology of 
segregation, which depends on the 
supposition that the Native Reserves 
are, and can remain, the home of the 
African people, and that the migrant 
labour system will prove permanent. 

By obstructing urbanisation, how- 
ever, the stabilisation of the labour 
supply has been delayed, so that 
South Africa reaps many of the evils 
of industrialisation without enjoying 
as fully as it might the compensating 
benefits this can bring in the form of 
higher productivity and a fuller and 
more varied life for all sections of the 
people. 

'Self-Imposed Handicap' 
The Indusrrial Colour Bar; The 

phenomenon of skilled artisans re- 
stricting entry to their occupations is 
not confined to South Africa, hut in 
South Africa colour prejudice has 
been used to make respectable, and 
give (European) social sanction to, 
restrictive practices. 

South African artisans are said to 
Fear being swamped if' skilled work 
were open to the non-Europeans, but 
the idea of a tidal wave of embryo 
African artisans waiting to rush in 
and overwhelm the Europeans seems 
rather far-fetched. While a certain 
quantity of non-Europeans would he 
immediately available for skilled 
work, their number should not be 
exaggerated. 

Nonetlieless, this sell'-imposed 
haudicnp of r ek ing  to imke tidl use 
of the nation's capabilities is not only 
3 1  
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costly in terms of productivity hut 
also unwise on social and political 
grounds. In  the industrial fields, the 
restrictions epitomised by the colour 
bar affect productivity in various 
ways. They perpetuate a circle of 
low efficiency, low earnings and high 
labour turnover. Since an employer 
cannot make full use of the aptitudes 
of his labour force and promote indi- 
viduals on the basis of ability, de- 
vising promotion and incentive 
schemes to increase efficiency is not 
worth while. 

This attitude isstrengthened by the 
high labour turnover, which also 
deters employers from embarking on 
training and promotion schemes. 
From the worker's viewpoint, with 
prospects for advancement limited, 
there is little inducement to increase 
efficiency or retain a job. Produc- 
tivity remains low, therefore, and 
labour turnover high. 

Migration takes place not only 
from country to town, hut from job 
to job. In addition to raising costs 
and lowering efficiency, because of 
the necessity for constantly initiating 
new worken, high labour turnover 
along with the migrant labour sys- 
tem results in direct wz te  i u  time 
spent in travelling and looking for 
work, a waste of manpower that 
helps to explain South Africa's re- 
latively low national income. 

Luckily for South African indus- 
trial expansion, many of the newer 
industries are not subject to the 
colour bar to the same extent as the 
older trades. Nevertheless, the men- 
tal attitude bred by the colour bar 
pervades industry, and i t  is doubtful 
whether even where rigid bars are 
not enforced, sufficient attention is 
paid to the efficiency and morale of 
the non-European labour force. 

Conclusion: Apart from the social 
* * *  
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aspect, more consideration paid to 
the African’s adaptation to industrial 
and urban conditions would yield 
high dividends in a material sense, 
for while the integration of the 
African into the country’s economic 
life has been general, it has not been 
complete. Custom, law and sectional 
interests havedetermined the pattern 
of integration and narrowed the 
fields of co-oueration. Thev have 

7 DIGEST 

non-European worker. 
There is in South Africa today an 

acute lack of understanding on the 
part of both African labour and 
industrial management: labour, on 
the one hand, fails.to understand the 
content and purpose of instruction, 
industrial procedure and the relation 
between productivity and wages; and 
management, on the other, fails tu 
auureciate the worker’s viewuoint. 

also bred an attitude of miAd that hi; difficulties and his aspira’tions: 
may retard industrial progress. South African industry thus oRers an 

In the foreseeable future, there is almost virgin field for co-operatioil 
little doubt that European capital, between both sides, although much 
organising ability and skill will be patience and goodwill on manage- 
required to maintain and develop ment’s part will be required. But 
industry. There is a danger, how- industry provides one of the few 
ever, that social, residential and spheres of contact between the dif- 
political segregation, combined with ferent racial groups, and it is i n  
colour and language difficulties, may industry’s own interest to bridge the 
result in the almost complete mental gap that is a t  present such a drag 011 
isolation of management and the efficiency. 

STERLING AREA AND SOUTH AFRICAN POUND (cotirinttedjoal pp 461) 
African Government, and that a stability of the South African cur- 
monetary policy which is in the rency is not dependent upon the 
interest of sterling may not neces- sterling area, but the sterling area is, 
sarily be so in respect of the South as far as its dollar resources are con- 
African pound. cerned, to a certain extent dependent 
Cheerful Summary on South Africa. 

In summarising the consequences Thus the prospects of the South 
to the South African currency of African pound ate favourable. Its 
membership of the sterling area, we internal position is sound. Govern- 
may say that the membership does ment debt and taxation are relatively 
not impose any liability that en- low; there is no reason to expect 
dangers the Union’s freedom of (further) internal inflationary ten- 
action. The South Mrican currency dencies, nor does the position of the 
retains its independence. The Union balance of payments give cause for 
contributes about E70 million in concern. There will be no difficulty 
gold to the dollar pool, thus dimin- in maintaining the existing rates of 
ishing South Africa’s dollar resources exchange. Membership ofthesterling 
of her own free will. This policy may area does not mean that the South 
be discontinued the moment the African pound must necessarily fol- 
South African government thinks fit low the fate ofsterling. 
to do so. This means that the South The South African pound is an 
Ali.ican pound has a hidden reserve independent currency, which is 
which makes it stronger than it legally entitled arid economically 
appears from the outside. The able to pursue its own policy. 

I 
i 



The Truth about 
Britain's Increased Productivity 

~~ 

Heartening increases in produrtivily are 
somewhat less cheering when lhe ups and 
downs that arc hidden behind over-all 
index figures are scrutinised. 

IN the first half of 1953 industrial 
production was 4 per cent higher 
than a year earlier and 1-2 per cent 
up on the first half of 1951. 

The recovery has been largely a 
result of the revival in home demand 
though in the second quarter of this 
year there was also some recovery in 
the volume of exports. Most of the 
rise in production has been obtained 
by using existing resources more 
fully than in 1952 (in particular there 
has been less short-time working), 
hut from mid-1952 to mid-1953 
there was also a one per cent increase 
in the number of people employed 
in industry. 

These increases in production and 
employment have not, however, 
been spread evenly over the whole of 
industry. The following paragraphs 
show where production has risen and 

where fallen, the changes in employ- 
ment in different industries, and the 
implications for exports. 

Changes in Output 
The main increases in productidn 

have been in textiles, clothing, leather 
goods and food, in building and 
contracting, and in vehicles. They 
have been mainly the result of the 
rise in home demand, but exports of 
many types of textiles and of cars and 
aircraft were higher (by volume) in 
the second quarter of this year than 
they were a year earlier. 

The main decreases in production 
have been in engineering and other 
metal industries with some notable 
exceptions such as vehicles, cranes 
and excavators and plant for civil 
engineering. The  decreases largely 
reflect the fall in the volume of ex- 
ports in the fint half of 1953 com- 
pared with the first half of 1952. 

These changes in production and 
exports and the corresponding 
changes in employment are shown 
below. 

, Production Volume ofsxemlr Emblownr 

Building and contracting . . . . . . . . .  + 7+ not applicable + I  
Tcxtilcs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +I5 - 6  +9 

Food, drink and tobacco . . . . . . . . .  + 4 -I2 
Vehicle (exc. l y r a  and tuba) . . . . . .  + 3 +2 

Clothing . . . . . . . . . . . .  +I2 - 5  + i i } + l 6  +7 
Leather and leather goods . . . . . . . . .  +I3 +30 + I I  +9  

goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - 4 *  ... 
Engineering, shipbuilding and electrical 

Other metal nooda . . . . . . . . . . . .  - 9 -25 
Ferrous me&. . . . . . . . . . . . .  + 3 - 
Non-ferrow metals . . . . . . . . . . . .  -23 - 

*lst quarter only. 

From Output, Employnun1 and Erpork, Bulletin for Imdmfy, Infernofion DbLion of the 
Treasw, London, Scpmbn 1953 
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Changes in Employment 
As with production, the main 

increases in employment from mid- 
1952 to mid-1953 have been in the 
numbers of textiles (78,00o), in 
clothing (41,000), and in the food 
group of industries (10,000). The 
last increase is entirely a result of the 
larger output of sweets. In textiles 
and clothing, however, the increase 
in employment reflects the recovery 
from the recession in late 1951 and 
in 1952. 

I n  spite of the rise in the last 
twelve months, the total number of 
people working in these industries in 
mid-1953 was still about 65,000 less 
than in mid-1951. (In the woollen 
and worsted industry, however, em- 

loyment in mid-1953 was slightly 
tigher than two years earlier, though 
lower than in mid-1950, largely be- 
cause the recession and the recovery 
occurred earlier than in other textile 
industries.) 

The main decreases in employment 
from mid-1952 to mid-rg53 have 
been in the metal manufacturing and In the past year it seems that indus- 
metal-using industries. Within this tries which have been able to increase 
group the numbers in aircraft rose the volume of exports or which were 
by 22,000 and there were also small on defence work have generally been 
increases in the numben in blast able to secure the manpower they 
furnaces and iron and steel smelting, needed, apart from some types of 
in shipbuilding, and in locomotives skilled workers. I t  should not be, 
and rolling stock, difficult to produce more goods for 

Nevertheless, there was a net de- export when we have found the 
creaseinmetalmanufacture( 18,000), markets for them. 

End-Junc 1952 to md-3& 1953 
Manporn decrcarcd in Manporurr imrearcd in 

('000) ('000) 
Transport and communications ... 33 Textile, clothing and other manu- 
Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . .  19 faClUrM' . . . . . . . . . . . .  144 
Public administration . . . . . .  17 Building and contracting . . . . . .  13 
Metal manufacturing and mctal- Mining and quarrying . . . . . .  1 

wing industrim . . . . . . . . .  47 Gas, electricity and water . . . . . .  I - Distributive trada . . . . . . . . .  25 

Imear8 in civil mpiopnznf . . . . . .  71 laneous service . . . . . . . . .  3 

187 187 
*excluding the mctd indrutria. 

I16 Prolcuional, financial and mhccl- 

- - 

in engineering, shipbuilding and 
electn'cal goods (28,000), and in 
other metal goods (zo,ooo). In spite 
of the fall in the last twelve months, 
however, the number of people 
working in the metal industries in 
mid-1953 was still some, 75,000 
higher than at mid-1951 ; in the air- 
craft industry, in particular, em- 
ployment has risen steadily and in 
mid-1953 it was 35 per cent (56,000) 
higher than in mid-1951. 

On balance the numbers at  work 
in metal manufacturing and metal- 
using industries fell by 47,000 from 
mid- igy  to mid-1953;. the numbers 
in all other manufacturing industries 
rose by I@,OOO. So there was a net 
increase of 97,000 people in manu- 
facturing; this was offset partly by 
decreased employment in other parts 
of the economy, but there was also an 
increase in total civil em loyment of 
71,000, of which 6 l o o o  were 
women and only 5,000 were men. 
The main changes in employment 
are summarised below. 
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How' Much 
THE wide publicity given to the 
increase ofindustrial output since the 
war-according to the official index 
by almost one-third between 1946 
and 1951-has had a somewhat 
dazzling effect on the assessment of 
Britain's economic position since the 
war. 

I t  is only gradually being realised 
how far the effort to correct the 
balance of payments and to begin 
to build up  some resewe .has ab- 
sorbed the increased wealth produced 
in the country since the war. Personal 
cxperience, in fact,  has sofar been a betlcr 
guide than statistics. We are nothing like 
so much better off as thefigures have been 
allowed to suggest. 

Now the analysis of national out- 
put and expenditure made by the 
Central Statistical Office and a com- 
plementary study by the London and 
Cambridge Economic Service, pub- 
lished in The Times Review oflndusty 
this month, taken together, have 
eiven common exDerienceastatistical - 
backing. 

In the first dace the index of in- 
dustrial prodiction, which is pre- 
dominantly an index of manufactur- 
ing output, has given an exaggerated 
view of the increase of output in all 
activities. Output in agriculture, 
transport, the distributive industries, 
and other activities has risen much 
less. 

National production as a whole, in 
real terms, rose between 1946 and 
1952 by roughly 12  per cent accord- 
ing to one method and 15 per cent 
by another. That is, it rose at less 
than half the rate at which manufac- 
turing output grew. Of this increase 

Better Off? 
in national productivity roughly two- 
thirds was absorbed in turning an 
excess of imports over exports, which 
(in 1948 prices) amounted to ,C667m. 
in 1946. into a favourable balance of 
E248m. in 195% The volume of the 
goods and services available for use 
within the country, for all purposes, 
rose between 1946 and 1952 by less 
than 5 per cent. 

Calculations such as these cannot 
be precisely accurate, but their sig- 
nificance is clear. The relatively 
small rise of under 5 per cent in the 
aggregate of consumers' expenditure 
(Government expenditure was less, 
in real terms, in 1952 than in 1946, 
and 'capital formation'-the pro- 
vision of houses, factories, machines, 
stocks, and so on-rose by a half) 
shows how little scope for a general 
increase of real earnings there has 
been at any time since the war. 

In the past two years the aggre- 
gate volume of goods and services on 
which earnings could be spent has 
actually fallen. The proportions 
which different groups of income 
earners could take out of the pool 
could be varied, but the pool was 
smaller. 

In one respect the future may now 
look a little brighter. The terms of 
trade are more favourable than they 
were a year ago. But sterner com- 
petition in the export trade has 
introduced a new cold wind. There 
is no reason to suppose that the trend 
which has reflected the country's 
difficulties since the war will quickly 
undergo any radical change for the 
better. There are no easy times 
ahead. 

3 1 +  Lamin, 7hc Times, Londm, Sepmbn 5, 1953 



T.U.C. General Council Reports on: 
( I )  BRITAIN'S EXPORT PROSPECTS 

THE achievement of a further neces- 
sary increase above the export level 
of 1951 of more than one-fifth will 
not be easy. 

I t  is true that since the war there 
has been a great expansion in our 
exports and in 1951 they were nearly 
80 Der cent above 1028. But this 

in the level of economic activity in 
the U S A .  is in any case inevitable 
and international action is required 
to deal with its consequences. 

However, it can be said that while 
a recession in the U.S.A. would 
greatly aggravate most of our eco- 
nomic Droblems it would not chanee 

expansion was achieGCd in world the character of these problems Gr 
trading conditions which were ex- alter the main direction of the adjust- 
ceptionally favourable. ments which our economy will have 

exist. Sellers' markets have disap- Keeping the above qualifications 
peared over nearly the whole range in mind the following appear to be 
of manufactured goods. Keen com- the likely trends of demand for our 
petition has reappeared in world main export lines: 
markets with the rapid industrial Mefah.-Demand for steel and 
recovery of Germany and Japan and non-ferrous metals is likely to remain 
with the development of manufac- good during the next five yean, hut 
turing capacity in a number of the there will be increasing competition 
less developed countries. The sterling from the Schuman Plan countries 
balances have fallen in real terms so and the U.S.A. (particularly if ex- 
that a higher proportion of them penditure on rearmament slackens). 
must be immobilised as minimum Much will depend on the rate of 
foreign exchange reserves. economic development in the South 

Demand conditions for our export and Central American countries and 
during the next few yean are not in the Commonwealth. 
easy to foresee. Much depends upon Metal gooak-The world demand 
what happens when the rearmament for capital goods should remain high 
programmes of the N.A.T.O. coun- and there is opportunity for a con- 
tries approach completion. siderable increase in our exports if 

In  particular, it cannot be taken delivery dates can be shortened and 
for granted that the present high costs kept down. The development 
level ofactivity in the U.S.A. will be projects for improving the sterling 
maintained should defence expendi- area's balance of payments agreed 
tute be considerably reduced. Even upon at  the Commonwealth Con- 
a moderate recession in the U.S.A. ference in January 1953 all depend 
would have serious effects on our heavily on the provision of capital 
export trade, both by reducing the goods from this country. Locomotives 
incomes of our customen and by and other rolling stock, heavy elec- 
increasing competition from U S .  trical plant and some agricultural 
export industries. Some fluctuation and mining machinery will be in 

From Inlnim ILpml on Public Ownerrhip, Svpplmrnl Io Grnnal Cowil'r Repoporf lo lhe 1953 
Ira& Union Congrrss, Trampor1 Hourc, bm'on, Augur( 1953 

These circumstances no longer to make. 
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particularly strong demand. There 
are also excellent prospects for sales 
of capital goods to Canada and the 
South and Central American coun- 
tries. As over a half of our deficit 

We can only hope to maintain our 
share of the world market by increas- 
ing our competitive efficiency. 

Chemicals.-Although exports have 
exoanded steadilv since the war our 

with the dollar area is incurred with 
these countries an expansion of our 
exports there is particularly impor- 
tant. Prospects for metal goods will 
also be affected by any developments 
in East-West trade. 

The newer metal goods industries 
such as electronics and aircraft offer 
exceptional opportunities for an 
expansion of exports. There should 
also be some increase in shipbuilding 
exports provided that delivery dates 
are shortened. The market prospects 
for metal consumer goods (aboutone- 
quarter of total engineering exports) 
are not nearly so good, but there 
should be some revival of demand 
over the 1952 level as import restric- 
tions in the Commonwealth coun- 
tries are relaxed. 

Texfile-s.-Some recovery of world 
demand for textiles has resulted in a 
modest improvement in our textile 
exports, especially woollen goods, 
during the last six months. There 
should be a reasonably stable market 
for high quality woollen and worsted 
manufactures in North America 
during the next few years. Export 
prospects for cotton and rayon de- 
pend mainly on the policies pursued 
by the Commonwealth countries. 
There are better prospects for the 
synthetic textiles which will tend to 
displace the older textiles. The long- 
term trend in the world market, 
however, is one of decline, owing 
mainly to development of produc- 
tion in countries which previously 
imported. In  this shrinking world 
market we shall have to face strong 
competition from Japan, India, 
Pakistan, the U.S.A. and European 
exporters such as France and Italy. 

shire of the wohd market fell be- 
tween 1948 and 1951, due mainly to 
increased competition from Germany 
and the U.S.A. I t  may be possible to 
expand exports of synthetic fibres, 
plastics, petro-chemicals, and fer- 
tilisers in the next few years, but this 
will depend largely on technical 
developments within the industry. 

Ofher Commodilies.-The shortage 
of coal in Western Europe will con- 
tinue for the next few years and 
there should be a ready market for 
our coal. Exports of petroleum 
products should also increase. * * *  

To sum up, the possibility of 
expanding our exports to the re- 
quired extent during the next five 
years rests mainly upon an increase 
in metal goods (i.e., engineering) 
exports. Within this category the 
new industries such as electronics and 
aircraft offer exceptional opportuni- 
ties for expansion; so also do some of 
the newer sections of the chemicals 
industry. Whether these possibilities 
materialise will depend upon expan- 
sion of capacity and improvement of 
efficiency; there is also a great need 
for the continued development of 
new techniques and new products to 
enable us to keep ahead of our com- 
petitors. 

At the same time we shall con- 
tinue to rely on traditional export 
industries, such as textiles, for a con- 
siderable part of our earnings and it 
is important that they too should 
improve their competitiveness if they 
are even to maintain their share of 
world markets. 

Looking at  industry as a whole, 
therefore, it will be absolutely vital 
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to attain a high level of scientific eering, chemicals, and in addition 
research and capital investment. agriculture. For import saving, like- 

I t  may be noted that the possi- wise, realisation of the possibilities 
bilities of saving imports, too, par- rests upon expansion of output and 
ticularly concern certain of the improved efficiency, and hence again 
industries which have just been in varying degrees upon a high level 
mentioned-notably metals, engin- of research and capital investment. 

(2) CAPITAL FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Agriculture, forestry and fishing ................... 77 
Coalmining ............................................. 43 
Iron and Steel .......................................... 52 
Manufacturing industry .............................. 51 1 
Electricity, gas and water ........................... 220 
Transport and communications .................. 220 

TOTAL ..................... 1,123 
- 

An attempt may be made to 
estimate the total amount of invest- 
ment required in industry and agri- 
culture over the next five years. 

It must again be emphasised that 
any such estimate is of the roughest 
kind and is only intended to give a 
general idea of the size of the prob- 
lem we face. Apart from anything 
else, there can be no assurance that 
the relationship between the increase 
in production during a given period 
and the amount of investment will be 
constant. 

With this major qualification the 
table (see below) gives an indication of 
the increase in capital investment 
that would be necessary to expand 
production by the required amount. 
It should be added that the increased 
investment allowed for electricity, 
gas and water and for transport and 
communications does little more 
than cover the minimum require- 
men& of these services. 

To achieve a rate of gross fixed 
investment in industry of nearly 15 
per cent above the 1952 level in each 

10 
20 
40 
40 
25 
30 

165 
- 

of the next five years would be a 
formidable task, especially since some 
rise of investment in housing and the 
social services must also be allowed 
for. Moreover, the physical dificul- 
ties of carrying out the particular 
kinds ofinvestment required, notably 
in the coalmining and steel indus- 
tries, would be still greater than the 
financial problem of securing the 
desired general level of investment. 

Yet there can be no doubt that, 
however inaccurate the above figures 
may be individually, and whatever 
the physical and financial difficulties 
of achieving such targets, an increase 
in capital investment approaching 
this amount is essential if we are to 
achieve economic independence and 
maintain our standards of living. 

Indeed, to the extent that it is not 
just a question of securing an expan- 
sion ofoutput but of raising technical 
efficiency as well, the above figures 
probably understate the amount of 
increased investment required; that 
would apply particularly to manu- 
facturing industry. 

( E  d o n )  

Average increase over 
Gross Fixed Investment by Indus& et 1951 I 1952 I 1952 required in each 

of the next five ycan prices 
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Three Points For Trade Unionists 
BY TOM O'BRIEN, M.P. 

(1) THE COST OF LNINC do not recognise as fully as we should, 
perhaps because of the prosaic 
sound of their titles. We talk of the 
Colombo Plan. We talk about the 
Chief Joseph Dam. We talk about 
the Volta River Project, and we 
know by name many other gigantic 
engineering projects. If we translated 
their names and titles into t e rm of 
human endeavour and human sacri- 
fice we should know better what is 
afoot. 

Let our imagination take in the 
human significance of these stupen- 
dous schemes which will provide 
power over vast areas and lessen the 
load of labour and bring the benefits 
of modern civilisation to peoples who 
feel that their own exploitation 
should end and be substituted by the 
exploitation of nature. That is what 
increased production means. 

ALTHOUGH over the last financial 
year retail prices as a whole rose by 
6 per cent-much less than in the 
preceding year-food prices alone 
rose by nearly I 2 per cent. 

Unions are confronted with a 
dilemma. If they take steps to in- 
crease wages it is a virtual certainty 
that the increased cost will be passed 
along to the consumer by way of 
price increases; and most of the con- 
sumers are wage earners. So every 
trade union today accepts the prin- 
ciple that protection of their mem- 
bers does not lie wholly in securing 
an increase of money wages. It also 
necessitates a close and careful 
scrutiny of economic policy and 
trends in order to safeguard their 
members' employment. A reasonable 
rate for the job is only a part of the 
test. It is equally important that (3) 
there shall not only be a good rate PRODUCTIVITY AND PROFITS 
for the job, flexibly adjusted to price I t  is the aim of trade unions to 
movements, but that there shall be a raise the living standards of their 
job to which the rate members. Increased productivity is 
applies. the means to that end. The idea of 

deliberately refusing to increase pro- 
ductivity is simply nonsensical. It is 
almost weakminded to suggest that 
increased productivity simply means 
more Drofit for the bosses and no 

(4 
D E V E L ~ P ~ ~  ~ W T O ~ S  

Trade unionists in the colonies, 
striving now to build up their unions 
as we had to strive a hundred and 
more years ago, look to the T.U.C. 
not only for advice and help in their 
organisational problems. They ex- 
pect, and have a right to expect from 
Britain, more material assistance 
than resolutions on paper. 

There are great and adventurous 
developments taking place which we 

From Predmliol Addrcrr, T.b 

profit 'for anyone else. If anyone 
believes that trade unions are power- 
less to prevent employers pocketing 
the whole proceeds of increased pro- 
ductivity he has no right to a place 
at this or any other Congress. That  
is precisely what every trade union 
has been doing ever since it was 
formed. 
X., Douglnr, Seplnbn 7, 1953 



Incentives in Engineering 
BY THE RT HON. R. R. STOKES, M.P. 

IN engineering workshops not much 
more than half, in some cases per- 
haps 65 per cent, of the operatives 
have the chance of directly affecting 
their own earnings; the other 35 per 
cent, from the people who sweep the 
floor to the people who drive trains, 
run trucks, sling loads on to trains, 
and the like, have no chance a t  all. 

What a man w o n i s  about is what 
he will get in his pay packet. There- 
fore, while we may provide incen- 
tives to the piece worker, what are 
we going to do about the chap who 
is not on piece work? 

The important thing in getting 
production up is to have everybody 
interested in increasing it. The per- 
son who slings things on to trains for 
instance, can affect production 
enormously. If the piece worker is to 
work harder that chap has to move 
more stuff, and he has to be interested 
in it. 
Scheme that gets results 

We devised a scheme whereby 
everybody shares in increased pro- 
duction-everybody from the floor 
sweeper to the most highly-paid 
operative. 

The firms to which I am referring 
started this scheme in 1950. The 
result is that since that time the 
average earnings have risen from 58 
per cent to 77 per cent, which is a 
considerable sum. The money value 
of that works out roughly at between 
2 2 7  and 2?5 a head tax-free on the 

In n charnctnirticaNy vigorous speech in 
the House o f  Commons, the popular ex- 
Minister klls of his own experience in 
engirum'ng, reminding the House that 25 
per cent of U.K. national output comes 
from the engiruering industry nnd.40 per 
cent of the total U.K. exports from 

enzineennE broduction. 

hut if the higher paid worker,-who is 
directly responsible for increasing 
output by increasing his piece-work 
earnings, is to get less than the chap 
who sweeps the floor, he will not be 
so keen about it. Therefore, it has to 
be arranged in such a way that in 
effect everybody gets the same 
amount tax-free. It does not mean 
that the Inland Revenue are being 
defrauded. It merely means that the 
company pays a hit more in order to 
provide for the tax charged to come 
off the worker's pay roll, which in 
factitdoes though onedoesnotsayso. 

When a system is introduced 
which makes everybody interested in 
not wasting time, certain things hap- 
pen. We find that the minimum of 
time is spent on tea breaks-those 
vexatious things to the Victoria- 
minded. We find that people do not 
dash offat the sound of the bell or the 
hooter, and there is the minimum 
waste of time in starting and stop- 
ping. We find that there is a punctual 
return after holiday breaks and no 
slacking off at the holiday approach, 
and. above all. there is less voluntary 

N I  -"" 
year. absenteeism. . 

I want to emDhasise that there is Before this scheme was started in 
no sense in introducing a system of the factories to which I am referring, 
this kind unless everybody gets the there was an average voluntary 
same. That may sound extraordinary absenteeism through the year of 

Fmm Spcah, Hour of Commonr, Juh 20, 1953 
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about 2 per cent, but for the last year 
it has been on the average less than 
one-tenth of I per cent. The ten- 
dency of people to shift from one job 
to another in the last three yean has 
gone down by 50 per cent. 

Marked Decline in Absenteeism 
O n  the question of absenteeism, 

my next point is the effect of the 
delay in the payment under the 
National Health Service of sickness 
benefit. Under the scheme whereby a 
man has to endure a three days' 
waiting period before he gets any 
benefit, the tendency on the part of 
the married man with children is not 
to go sick when he ought to go sick. 

Again, these same firms introduced 
a scheme whereby, as the Govern- 
ment were not forthcoming in the 
matter, the firm would be forth- 
coming. That, in its turn, has had 
most remarkable results. At the time 
when there was no compensation by 
the Srm for these three days' waiting 
the absenteeism due to sickness 
averaged just over 4 per cent. The 
effectual abolition of the waiting 
period by the firms supplying, not in 
f d l  measure, but in part measure, 
Ibr that waiting period, has led to a 
reduction of that 4 per cent to 1.7 
per cent. 

The contention of the penonnel 
manager is that it is because the 
older men, who before used to hang 
on until they were properly ill and 
then went away for a month, now go 
offimmediately they feel bad and are 
away two or three days and return 
by  the end of the week. By this means, 
there is not as much loss of produc- 
tion as under the present National 
Health Service scheme. 

For the information of those who 

average over the last five or six yean 
has been about L980 a year. In the 
fint year it cost Lr,goo, and in the 
year ending 31 December, 1952, the 
average cost to the firm was E5g2; 
and the average absences, instead of 
being 57, were only 28. I submit that 
a case is made out for the abolition of 
this waiting period. 

How Fuel Can Be Saved 
Now I come to a different matter 

altogether, that of fuel saving in in- 
dustry. Everyone knows how im- 
portant fuel saving is. What we are 
going to save in domestic fuel is 
chicken-feed. If we succeed in mak- 
ing the domestic user save fuel in one 
way, he will immediately burn it up 
in another way, and we shall not get 
anywhere. But in the industrial field 
-again I am speaking from experi- 
ence-these figures show what can 
be done. A firm whose fuel bill was 
E~o,ooo a year, by insulating the big 
tin and iron structures in which the 
greater part of the engineering indus- 
try works, reduced their fuel bill by 
g3,000 a year, or 500 tons. On the 
spendingofg14,140 theannual saving 
is now g2,900, or practically one- 
third ofthe fuelbill ofj61o,ooo ayear. 

I ask the Government to do some- 
thing about this. I know that the 
capital cost of the installation is 
allowed as a n  item on which there is 
an initial allowance granted, but that 
is not enoueh. The reason is that no 
one has en&gh money to spend in 
industry today. 

What I should like to see is proper 
insulation allowed as a fuel revenue 
charge. I would go further and enact 
some legislation making it a penal 
offence, after a time, not to have 
insulated a building. I believe that in 
the industrial held alone we could 
save somethinp of the order of ten 

aR interested in the costs of this 
scheme, I can give the figures relating 
lo a factory with 1,400 men. The million tons of-coal a year. 
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How to Overcome Impediments to 

Dollar Investment Abroad 
BY LEWIS W. DOUGLAS 

INCREASE in private investment of 
dollars in foreign countries is not The International Bank, for 
likely to occur in adequate amounts example, provides a method by 
in the immediate future. With the which an environment favourable to 
exception of the development of private investment can be created. 
petroleum reserves and minera1,de- The provisions of the indenture of an 
posits elsewhere, the opportunities International Bank loan, more than 
for profitable employment of capital the amount ofcredit which it extends, 
in America are too numerous and can define the tern upon which 
great to induce any large out-flow investments of private funds might 
on private account into enterprise be made with reasonable immunity 
overseas. against most of the political hazards. 

In many cases the earnjngs Of On the Rritish side, the Common- 
overseas ventures are subject to wealth Development Corporation 
double taxation and American In- has been established with head- 
vestments are submitted to subtle quarters in London and may well 
discriminations. Moreover, thepoliti- afford a vehicle for the investment of 
cal risks of expropriation, the econo- American dollars in association with 
mic hazards of exchange transfera- 
bility and the difficulties of convert- Still another device which may 
ing earnings into dollars are real merit exploration is the participation 
impediments to the foreign invest- of American banking houses in 
ment of American venture capital. sterling loans made by London banks 

Some of these impediments can with somesort ofBritish guarantee of 
'readily be removed; others, it is to a rate of exchange and an Export- 
be hoped, will in time be progres- Import Bank guarantee of the trans- 
sively diminished until they disap- ferability ofthe participating dollars. 
pear. I n  the immediate future, how- Such a device-a combination of 
ever, it may be more practical to guarantee as to rate and transfera- 
focus our ingenuity on valid devices bility-might apply generally to all 
which might provide a reasonable dollar investments made in the 
transition from a period in which United Kingdom or in other parts of 
American dollars, through public the sterling A ~ ~ ~ .  
agencies, have been invested over- 
s e a  and the period when the flow of price Fluctuations 
private capital becomes adequate. Finally, in addition to the qua -  
To  this end, a combination of tions of trade and investment policies 
agencies of governments working in already reviewed, we should seek to 
association with private management develop measures to abate the violent 
and capital might perform a highly fluctuations in the prices and the 
useful service. volume of the major raw materials 

World Bank's Function 

within the Sterling Area. 

From rcporf lo Prcridrnr EL~tJloiun of ffu &wir W. Douglar Mirrion, Washingfon, AugW 25, 
1953 
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that enter into international trade. 
This single phenomenon of the post- 
war period has produced strikingly 
adverse effects upon the trade of the 
United Kingdom, the Sterling Area, 
and Western Europe. 

Without recommending inter- 
governmental commodity agree- 
ments, the history shows that this is 
a problem that deserves more study. 
One important approach might be 
to develop co-ordination between 

governments so that purchases by 
public agencies may be diminished 
when the business community is 
building up inventory, and increased 
when the business community is 
liquidating inventory, thereby using 
government purchases, to the extent 
necessary for other reasons, for the 
purpose of mitigating the effect of 
the cyclical movements in these criti- 
cal materials. 

STRUCTURE OF AMERlCAN TRADE UNIONISM 

Aeom 17,000,000 workcn in the United States, including 3,000,000 women, are.rcprescnted 
by 215 national or international unions. Of these, 109 are affiliated with the American 
Federation of Labour (AFL). 33 with the Conarm of lndwtrial Oraanisations (CIOI, and . .. . .. . 
73 are independent. 

There arc thrce levch of union structure: thc local (branch), the national federation, and 
the international-the 1st  having Canadian affiliation. In addition, both the AFL and 
CIO maintain organisations at the Statc Icvcl. In  the AFL these are known Y Statc Federa- 
tions of Labour, and in the CIO Y Statc Industrial Councib. As of 1952, therc wcrc fifty such 
organisations in the AFL and forty in the CIO. On the municipal level, thc AFL has 82 I city 
central bodia, and the CIO has 247 city and county councils. 

The AFL also has fivc departments: Building and Construction Tradcs; Metal Trades; 
Railway Employees; Maritimc Tradcs; and Union Label and Scrvicc Trada .  Another 
special group of twenty-four unions is comprised in the AFL Government Employees Council. 

Of the two major federations, the AFL is the largest with approximately 9,500,000 memben 
or almost twice as many as the CIO's estimated 5,000,000. Anothcr 2,000,000 to 2,500,000 
worken are enrolled in independent unions. 

Membership in individual unions varies from less than 5,000 to mom than 1,000,000. Two 
CIO unions, the Stedworken and Auto Workcn, and the AFL Tcamsten report membcnhip 
of well over I,OOO,OOO. Thrcc AFL unions and one independent are reported to have between 
500,000 and 1,000,000: United Brotherhood of Carpcntcn and Joincn (AFL) ; International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workcn (AFL); International Asmiation of Machinist. (AFL) ; 
and thc United Mine Workers of America (Indepcndent). Of the remaining unions, about 
40 per cent have between 25,000 and 100,000 mcmben, while approximately half have lm 
than 25,000. 

It is estimated that more than 75,000 locals arc affiliated with national or international 
unions: 70 unions have fewer than 50 l o a h  each, 99 have more than 50 but l a  than 500, and 
43 unions have 500 locals or more. 

The United Minc Workcn is the largat of the independent unions, with a reponed mcm- 
benhip of 600,000. 

Thc AFL counterpart of the PAC h Labour'a League for Political Education (LLPE , 
research services, providing speakcn for mcctings, organisation of local units, and sponsorship 
of a radio department. 

CIO and AFL unions also act individually at all levels to support candidates and promote 
legislation important to the wcliare of their mcmben and of the general community. 

established in 1947. Activities of the LLPE, financed by voluntary contributions, inch d c 

From,rurvry of U.S. Bwrau oflabour SLetisrirr, Warhinglon, Srptmbn 7 (Labour Day), 1953 



New Books Reviewed 
Analyrir of Rokoblr Voluc 01 April I, 1952, 

Socic@ o j  Counly Tremrrrs, 20 Vauxholl 
Dridge Rood, London, S.W.1, 7/6. 
In  this new pioneer work, the rateable 

valueofand thenumber of hereditaments in 
all the Counties in England and Wales 
(excepting only London and onc other) have 
been analysed hetwccn thirteen clasoes of 
hcrcditaments. Separate figures are give for 
urban area  and rural areas in each county. 
Rateable value and promises of revaluation 
are highly important items in current poli- 
tics, and the path of revaluation, which hm 
proved to be extremely rough, will be 
smoothed by this valuable contribution to 
OW knowledge of the basic facts. 

Imom and W d h ,  S- I l l ,  rdikd by Milfon 
Gilbn!, publirhcd for Infernoliono1 Arrocio!ion 
for Rtsrorch in Imom ond WIolfh by B o w s  
and B o w ,  Cambridge, 35/-. 
l f t he  title looks dull, it may be hoped that 

the two previous volumes in the same series 
have at least established the idea of first- 
grade authority. There is nothing dull about 
the contents, anyway, which prescnt the 
more important papen presented by eminent 
scholars at the Association’s Royaumant 
Conference in 1951. The  range ofsubjects is 
world-wide, and the dozen authors arc all of 
thc highest authority. Treatment is such that 
publication two ycam after delivery has not 
outdated the articles, but perhaps mmt 
renders of today will turn most eagerly to 
Fredcric Bcnham on‘Income CY Production in 
Undcr-Developed Countries’ and S .  Herbert 
F n n k d  on ‘Concepts ofIncome and \$‘elfare 
in Advanced and Under-Developed Societies 
with special reference to thc Intercompara- 
bility of National Income Estimates’. T h e e  
am by no means the only items on this much- 
misunderstood problem of world welfare in 
a wholly admirable book. 

Problem of Economic Union, by Jnmcr Edward 
Meode, C C O ~ ~ C  Allen and Unwin Lld, London, 
9/6. 
LaJt year, Professor Meadc gave three 

lccturco at the University of Chicago under 
the auspices ofthe Walgrcen Foundation for 
the Study of American Institutions. The 
lectures are now presented, with the 
addition of the author’s article on the s m e  
broad subject in Lloyd5 Bonk Rcuirw two years 
ago. The othcr three subjects are: Commer- 
eial Policy; The  Balance of Payments; 
Movements of Labour and Capital. (Inci- 
dentally and trivially one may inquire 

whethcr Professor Mcade’s use of American 
spellings such as ‘labor’ and ‘defense’ is one 
of the first-fruits of Atlantic union, for this 
edition was printed in Britain.) The great 
quality of the book is the author’s charac- 
teristic way of orderly thought and cxpori- 
tion which give an impression of practiea- 
bility, if not actual simplicity, in what in fact 
is the highly complex realm of Atlantic 
union. One is bound to welcome also the 
very modest price ofthii  work. 

EnkrprLc and Seculnr Change, Reddings in 
Economic History, C~orgc Allen and IJnwin 
Lld, London, 321-. 
This collection of mays is rpannarcd by 

the American Economic Association, It is 
designed to inskc pcrrrlanently accnsiblr 
articles which otherwise might lie buried in 
the files of magazines and reviews. Previous 
items in these collections of readings include 
‘Readings in the theory of income distri- 
bution’, ‘Readings in busincu cycle theory’, 
Readings in the theory of international 
trade’, and ‘Readings in monctary theory’: 
so that we are being taught to welcome 
something that readers have always been 
held to dislike, namely, the book with a 
variety of authors. But then, most such 
compilations are just lazy books, and her? 
the purpose io far from that-is quite other. 
Indeed, infinite pains have been taken Io 
bring together really important mnterial. 
The sections deal with Business Units; 
Money and Prices; Method. There ip a 
useful biographical index, and an index of 
names cited throughout the book which 
indicates the atonishing range of the work. 

I n d h  Economic Journal, Volume I,  No.. 1 ,  
Indian Economic Amcialion, Bombay, 7r, 6d. 

(annual subxripfion LI 5s). 
One must welcome and applaud this new 

publication, format and style of which arc 
based upon the journal of the Royal Eco- 
nomic Society. Editors are C. N. Vakil, 
R. Balakrishna and B. V. Krishnamurti. 
Perhaps the most immediately attractive 
article to rcadcn outside 1 ° F  is that or 
Mr B. V. N. Naidu on Planning in 
Underdeveloped Countries’. Other articles 
arc ‘Capital Formation and the Five-Year 
Plan’, by J. Tinbergen, ‘Some I’ractical 
Problems of Planning‘ by N. S. Pardasani, 
‘Monetary Standard in India’ by D. Bright 
Singh. There are alsn scveral more hiphlv 
theoretical treatism 
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DIGEST BOOK REVIEW 

Conflict on Under-developed Countries 
'I'ize& is now gcncral agreement on the 
importance of the economic devclopmcnt of 
the noor countries. but thc underlvinz issues 

ofvaluc arid different conventiuns is mean- 
ingless, sincc it can only bc made on the bask 
of a concmt of abstract welfare. 'How can 

dll 'r&e clarification. This is ;h&n by 
two book recently published on the sub- 
ject.* The authors, ProfcPsor S. H. Frankel 
and Mr Harold Wilson, take an almost 
opposite line. 

Profcsor Frankcl, whore long experience 
in Africa makes him a special authority on 
colonial economy, examinn thc basic prob- 
lem facing the under-developed countries, 
&, the clash bctwecn the functional forces 
of modern industrialism and the rapidly 
disintegrating indigenous economics of com- 
munities governed by forms ofsocial organisa- 
tion unable to yield the living standards 
incrcasingly being demanded by all pcoplc~ 
01. thc world. Of the nine essays collected in 
thc volume, five deal with the conceptual 
anpcc~s of the problem and go a long way to 
dispcl widespread illusions and misconcep- 
tions. The other four ways apply the general 
analpin tu African problem. 

Mr Harold Wilson's approach is that of 
the oolitician and missionarv. His DUTDOSC is 
not'to analyse the problc'm i&&d in 
dcveloprncnt, but to mulic the hearts of men 
'to convert what is at praent a phoney war 
into an all-out cruaadc against human 
pDYerty'. 

Thu hook contains a useful compilation of 
factual data on the work already dune by the 
United Nations and other agencies in thc 
lieldofdevclopment; but hedoes notattempt 
to conceal his political bias and his pasion 
for largc.acale planning. 

National-Incomc Criterion 

Mr Wilson lint deals with thc poverty of 
the large part of mankind. Howevcr, he 
bases his discusion, if with S O ~ C  alight 
qualifications, on figures of national income 
and income per hcad. Professor Frankel 
~ l iuws in two of his essays, which deserve the 
attention of every seriuus student of the 
problem, that the comparison of income 
aggregate$ of societies with diffcrcnt syaterns 

*S. Herbert Frankel. Thc Economic Impocl 
on Uidcr-Drwloprd Socblics. Oxford, 
llasil Dlackwell. 15s. 

H;oold Wilron. The War on IVodd I'ounQ. 
London, Victor Gollancz, Ltd. 14s. 

one attempt to assas whethcr the pre-ind& 
trial community is "better olf" when, as in 
South Africa, for example, it has undcrgonc 
a rapid process of urbanisation, and has bccn 
integrated into a modern economy in a 
quite different social framcwork?' 

rd; lhc,Economic Deuclo~ment ./ h&;-drr,eloped 
Counlricr (l95l), which mumes that the 
national roduction per hcad of thc under- 
develop8 countries as a whdc should 
increase by 2 pcr cent per annum, which 
would require an annual capital import from 
the advanced countries of over- 810,000 
million (anothcr 59,000 million to be found 
from their own re4ourcc~ bv the undcr- ~ ~~~ ~, 
dcvcloped countries). 

This U.N. report is subjected tu a search- 
ing analysis in o m  of I'rofcssur Frankcl's 
essays. Here wc shall ratrict OUISCIYCS to onc 
quotation relevant to Mr Wilson's argu- 
ment: 

' What possible basis exists for the 
categorical statement that the $19 
billion investment should originate 
national income to the extent of 2 
per cent or indeed any other per- 
centage? Capital investment per se 
does not originate anything other 
than the capital expenditure itself. 
I t  is people, who, if they possess the 
disposition, aptitudes, experience and 
knowledge, and if they find suitable 
environmental opportunities, alone 
can orizinale anything at all. Whether 
investment will produce net income, 
or, indeed, any income, or whether 
it will simply N S t ,  like Some of the 
railway lines built prematurely at  
great capital cost in Africa, depends 
not only on the correct investment of 
thecapital in the right directions, but 
even more on the continuous suc- 
cessful management and handling of 
it.' 
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MI Wilson acknowledges that nothing like 
a sum of S10,OOO million could bc mobilised 
through the existing channels for financing 
development (and, to his credit, he ack- 
nowledge that the World Bank is carrying 
out a valuable role in its own field), and 
pleads for the establihment of a World 
Development Authority to clo3e the gap 
bctwccn the S1,000 to 11,500 million 
actually available in external finance and the 
S10,000 million proposed by the experts. 

There is no questioning of this sum-irrcs- 
pcctivc of whether penonncl, projects and 
materials are ready for such expenditure-or 
of how the money is to be raised. Mr Wilson 
appean to have some doubts as to whether 
the United States would collaborate, but 
propore that Britain should ‘go it alone’ 
with a contribution ofE350 to E6400 million. 
He thinks t h i  burden could be borne out of 
rising production (and apparently an con- 
dition that the rearmament programme is 
further cut down), but he d o e  not seem to 
be aware of the neemity for reducing the 
excessively high level of taxation, nor d o e  he 
show how we arc to rebuild our external 
reserve and our dollar investments if the 
wholc ofour external surplus is to be devoted 
to devclopment. Surely, thcrc could bc no 
more certain way to a perpetuation of our 
external difficulties than this pursuit of a 
utopian ideal. 

Imperialism-Old and New 

He strapes that the Authority would have 
to emure that iu funds arc not misused by 
the receiving Govcmmcnts. However, he 
goes further and suggesu not only that 
recalcitrant Governmenu should bc refused 
aid, but that in the last resort all measures 
short afwar, to the point offcrmcntingsocial 
revolution, should be applied. 

This proposal may be contrasted with 
Profasor Frankcl’s discusion of the concent 
of TruJteahip: 

‘But Trusteeship implies the exis- 
tence of Trustees. Where, we must 
ask, is there to be found that body or 
nation of philosopher kings which, 
endowed with the gifts of prophecy, 
knows not only who must change and 
who shall remain unchanged, what 
shall be born and what shall remain 
unborn, but possesses also that most 
precious gift of heaven-the ability 
to change itself?’ 

‘Is it not possible that the Euro- 
pean Trustee Powers have themselves 
become entangled in a rigid struc- 
tural pattern of the past? Europe 
itself must also merge into’that wider 
sphere, of action and hope.’ 

Profcuor Frankel’s a s a p  arc not only of 
interest to the student, but also to thc poli- 
tician and administrator. His insistence on 
the comequenca of the disintegration of old 
social patiems without their replacement by 
something better if development is carried 

to revive the attack on Britain’s me-war out without a clear eonce~t  of what it im- 
Although Mr Wilson thinks it nccesary 

colonial policy, which he rcfcn to ’as ‘im- 
pcrialism’, at the same time he introduces a 
new type of imperialism when hc discusses 
the working of the proposed World Devclop- 
ment Authority. M.G. 

p l ie  not only cconomicalli, but also socially, 
is the more valuable since development is so 
often seen mcrcly as a problem of’technical 
prograp’. 
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ITALY NEEDS MORE THAN MONETARY STABILITY 

I t  is quite comprehensible that the Governor ofa Bank of Issue should dcvote his special 
attention to monetary stability, and should keep his attention fixed on any symptom that 
may suggest a development of the economic and monetary situation which might sooner or 
later aRect that stability. 

There are, however, several ways of understanding and applying B policy of monetary 
stability. The halance between the demand and supply ofmoncy and g o d s  may, at a given 
price level, bc kept, by acting on the supply of money, i.e. on the demand for goods, or by 
acting on the supply of goods, which is the same thing as acting on the demand for money. 
But the presentation ofsuch an alternative is sufficient to makc o m  realise the need of over- 
coming it by eliminating it. That is to ray of the need of keeping an eye both on demand and 
supply, an the needs ofthe market and on the needs ofproduetion. without forgetting that the 
purpose of economic activity is to satisfy human needs, that is to say, to produce, first ofall on 
as large a scale as possible, all that is needed to satisfy those needs. 
We are well aware that monetary stability is one of the basic conditions for the sound 

expansion of production. But in ursuing the aim of maintaining that stability one must not 
lose sight ofthe final purpose, m f o m  must not consider as an end that which in only a means; 
one must not sacrifice the end to the means. 

Such propositions are self-evident; we might almost say they are truisms. Nevertheless, they 
cannot be over-emphasised and it is mential that ihey be borne in mind more especially in 
the months and years that lie before us, in which it will be necessary to avoid both the danger 
of inflation and that of an economic depression that might lead to incalculable consequences, 
even of a kind ol t ran~ous to the economic field; C O N ~ ~ U C ~ C ~ ~  of a much wider bearing 
than those ofa currency inflation. 

From Italian Economic Sume~, publbhrd b> Asrociotia of Italian Joint Stock Componiu, Rome, 
Augur1 1953 

PUBLICATIONS OF UNITED NATIONS AND SPECIALISED AGENCIES 

Commadily Indcxcs for fhc Stamford Intnndionol 
Tmdt ClnrriJcotion. United Nations, New 
York, April 1953 (available from H.M. 
Stationery Office. 37/G). 
This edition of thc S.I.T.C. contains, for 

the first time, indole  showinp the location 
in the S.I.T.C. of about 20,000 individual 
eommoditiw. 

Nations, New York, July 1953 (available 
from H.M. Stationery Office, 25/-.) 

Economic Bulletin for Europe. Firrf Quortn 1953. 
E.C.E., Geneva, July 1953 (available from 
H.M. Stationery Office, 3/9). 
Contains in addition to the usual survey, 

mecial articles on trade between Eastern and 
Commodily Trade Slotirficr, Jnnunry-Dccrmbcr western and On national in 

1952. (Statistical Papcn, Series D, Vol. 11, 
No. 4), United Nations, New York, June 
1953 (available from H.M. Stationery P r i m  of Agriculfuml Produclr and Ferfilirnr 
Offied. 1952153. E.C.E.IF.A.0. Anriculturc Divi- 

Europe' 

Cont& figures on commodity trade, aion,'Geneva, July 1953 ?available from 
classified according to thcgroupsofS.I.T.C., Sales Section, European Office of the 
by countries of provenance and destinations United Nations, Geneva, 3/.). 
for twentv countries, 

Special Study on Economic Conditions and 
Dcoclopmrnt in non-rrlj-gourming fem'tariu. 
United Nations, New York, June 1953 
(available from H.M. Stationery Office, 
22/6). 

Tcchnicol Arrirtnnrr Commiftet. F 3 h  ILporl of 
fhc Technical Arrbfnncr Board. Economic 
and Social Council, Official Rccords; 
16th Scsnion, Supplement No. IO. United 
3 2  

Infrmfionol  Trodc 1952. G.A.T.T., Geneva, 
June 1953 (available from H.M. Station- 
ery Office). 

Fowfh Anmul Rtporf on Exchngc Rtrtrirfiom. 
International Monetary Fund, Washing- 
ton, D.C., 1953. 

Annul  Rtporf 1953. International Monetary 
Fund, Washington, D.C., 1953. 



Canada: Electric Power in Canada, Bwincsr 
huicw, Bonk of Monlrml, Augwt 21, 1953. 
(387) 

India: Augwl 15, 1947-Augurt 15, 1953- 
Six Yemr of In&pm&wc. A survey ofpolitics, 
law, administration, economics and wclfaare. 
Spccial number, Ea~tern Economist, New 
Delhi, August 1953. (388) 

India: h p o r f  on Cuncmj and Finatrcc, 
l952/3, Rocrrz Bank of Indio, Bmnbo?. An 
exhaustive survcy, on which much light is 
shed by Supplenienl tu  The  K c ~ c r v e  Hank 
uf India Bulletin, Junc 1953, which sets uut 
to be a guidc to this and other largely 
statistical compilations. (389 and 390) 

Indin: Indim Food hmurcer and Popularion, 
by P. C. Banail, a prize-winning cornpctition 
essay. Eastern Economist, New Delhi, 
Augiut 21, 1953. (391) 

Italyz Long-run t’roror/,eclr of Ilnlion Agricul- 
lure, by W. P. Snavely, Assistant Profcssur 
uf Economics, Connecticut Univenity, 
American Journal of Economies and Sociol- 
ogy, New York, July 1953. A careful study 
of thc implications of past-war trends in 
Impulation, land rcfhn,  and itnprwcd 
techniques for output and food supply, 
auumingthe continued political stability of 
Italy. (392) 

Japan: Fuji Bonk Bullclin, Tokyo, Volume 
I V ,  No. I ,  Ahy 1953. The  articles deal with 
‘l‘hc Monetary Situation in Post-WarJapan. 
Summary of the Post-War Situatran of 
.Japan’s Economy, and Japan’s Land 
Reform. There arc a doicn statistical tablm. 
(593) 

Pakistan: I’okirlan’s Finorlciol and Ecca?iomic 
I’rugrm, Pakidan News, publirhcd by l l i &  
Cmmirsion for I’okislon, London, AiigrrrI 14, 
1953. A rtcord of six ycars of hcarlening 
progress, commendably concise. (994) 

South AM-: Soulh Afriro-Unifed Kinp 
dmn, Suroey. A Coronation year publication 
cuntaining various a r t i d s  or economic 
interert by well-known South African 
authorities. (394a) 

United States of America: Rtccnr 
Chdit  md Mm&y Umelop&, F z d d  
hrcruc  Bdltlin, WashingLon, Juh I 953. An 
altcrnative title might have been ‘Apologia 
for Deficit Finance’, for the article i$ con- 
cerned with the history and implications of 
the announcement by the Board ofGovernon 
of F.R.S. on June 24, 1953, of reduction in 
the rcsc~yc requircmenu on net dcinand 
dcposiu ofall member banks. (595) 

U.S.S.R.: Reien1 s0;ci.d drrlorotionr, isrurr ./ 
Smint Nerm dokd Augwi 12, 18, 20 and 22, 
1953. Thc items include Malenkuv’s and 
Zverev’s (Minister dFinancc) rtatcnmt) on 
ihc budget, T c x t  of law on the Budget lor 
1955, etc. (396) 

Sterling Area: Slalidicnl Surrmory, S0l~ppC- 
inrnl to Bonrd d Trade Journal, London, Augwl 
8, 1953. (397) 

SUkt Commodiv ,hpor l ,  Fibrrr  No. 5, 
F.A.O., Rem. This IS the first commodity 
rcoortonSilk.and thcadditionoftheruhicct 
w$ be widdy welcamcd. By Silk, n a t h  
silk is meant, but thc report necnsarily con- 
cerns iuelf with production and prices d 
rayon and nylon also. (398) 

Farm Prices: Surce~ of Nafionol Mtauru 
for Controlling Form Prices in Wlrfcm lho,kdn 
Countries, F.A.O., Rome: Commodily Policy 
S t u d k  St&, No. 2 .  I t  is perhap3 an cloquenl 
commcntary on post-war affain that it take 
140 columns of print mcrcly to sct forth the 
facts in this case. The value of the cornpila. 
lion % not, however, to be doubted. Thcjob 
is well done in terms of the respective coun. 
tries and slso in t e rm of the various coin. 
moditin. (399) 

Economic Statistles: Ihfalr it, E m m k  
Slol~licr-Need for nnd Meaning d Ofidol Co- 
ordinorion, b W ,  B.  Rcddawoy, The Tina 
Rcaicw of Industry, London, Augwl 1953. A 
study of what has been achieved, and 01 
coursc it is much: and whnt still ne& to bc 
dunr, which vlsu prover to I I C  U great dcal. 
(400) 


